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A NEW BEACON TO GUIDE US!
ALMA MATER
Hail, Alma Mater, Southern, to thee!
Strong through the years you stand triumphantly,
Beacon to guide us, over life's sea,
Light that can never fail us,
Hail, hail, to thee!
y
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The Southern
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Franklin in the p. m.

Greetings to Alumni

Published monthly except
August by the Southern Illinois
University Information Service
and the Office of Alumni Services,
Carbondale, Illinois.
Entered a~ second class matter,
Dec. 1, 1939, at the Postoffice at
Carbondale, Illinois, under the
Act of August 24, "'912.
jSditorial Board
Mrs. Maxine Blackman, '47,
Jim Kahmann, Sports Editor,
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May Rogers Annear, '07
A terrific downpour of rain ac

It's Homecoming time again. Every year about this companied by t nder nd light
time I take time out to write a letter extending a special ning assailed us this afternoon.
Reminds me of the time the tor

invitation to you to return and join us in this annual nado struck Carbondale in 1912
celebration.
Of course, as an alum, you know you are always wel
come, and it is likely that you have already made plans

Dirr^tor of Alumni Services
Dr. Orville Alexander, *31

to be here at Homecoming time. If so, then I can do

Alumni Association Officers
195051
President
W. W. Vandeveer, '09
21620 Avalon Drive
Rocky River 16, Ohio
VicePresident
Lowell E. Roberts, *15
55 East Washington
Chicago 2, Illinois

come back and see what has happened around the campus

Secretary
Mrs. John Lewis, '32
510 W. Walnut, Carbondale
OUR COVER—Featured on the
cover of this issue is the tower
the new Training School. Ac
cording to the plans for the future
University, this tower will be the
tallest pinnacle on the campus
and will be "a Beacon" to all
who attend Southern.
University officials have an
nounced that the Training School
will be ready for occupancy by
January, 1951, barring construc
tion difficulties.

Alumni Clubs
Meet
Marion County
To Organize
Plans are in the making for hav
ing an organization meeting of all
alumni of Southern in conjunc
tion with the Marion County
Teachers' Meeting, in Salem, Oct.
27.
The organization meeting will
be along with a dinner at South
ern Gardens, on the south high
way 37. The cost per plate will
be $1.25. Send in reservations to
Mr. Paul Chance, County Court
House, Salem.
All Marion County alumni who
have records in the files of the
Alumni Office will be notified
by correspondence in the near
future. Those who are not includ
ed in our files are asked to the
meeting and also to please send
in your address to the Alumni
office.

little more than remind you of the date and tell you to
since you were here last time.
Visible results of a long struggle to improve the
physical plant facilities by building new buildings is now
apparent. There is plenty of active construction these
(lays as the finishing touches are going into the Training
School and the bulldozers are making headway in clear
ing land for the new Library, new greenhouses and a new
Life Science building.

Five new barracks are nearing

completion to afford additional classroom and office
space. There are twenty more ready to go up.
The Board of Trustees is planning a special meeting
to consider the plans for selfliquidating dormitories.
You will find that the faculty has increased twenty
per cent over least year and many new courses have been
added giving Southern increased impetus in fulfilling
its service as a university.
We think you will find that Southern is changing for
the better as it suffers with growing pains.
And for those of you who do not know the new Alumni
Director, make Homecoming the time to Come and get
acquainted with him. He has some new ideas that I am
sure will be of great interest to the alumni, and you
probably have many things that you would like to talk
to him about.

So why not make Homecoming a real

getacquainted time.
See you Homecoming I

Dr. Orville Alexander,
Faculty Chairman of Homecoming Committee

NEW RECORDER NAMED IN ALUMNI SERVICE

Peoria Area Announces
Fall Meeting
The Peoria Area Alumni Club
will have its annual meeting of
graduates and former students
and their friends Oct. 6, at 7
p, m. in Jewell's Crown Room,
1701 Prospect, Peoria.
Glenn "Abe" Martin, director
of athletics, Wayne Mann, direc
tor of the Alumni Service, "Pat"
Patterson, faculty assistant in the
Alumni Service, and Dr. Orville
Alexander, professor in govern
ment, will be the representatives
from the University.
In the case of those alumni who
did not receive letters to that ef
fect, send in your reservations for
the number of plates desired, to
Ralph C. Norton, 1108 Norwood,
Peoria. The cost per plate will
be $175.
Happy Homecoming

* * s»
Musings On The The first time
Clarence Andes*
son arose to recite in E. Pedagogy
Kirk ,aft regarding CI >
Past and Present Prof.
ence in silence for a moment, ru»»

(as I remember) and blew in the
windows of Room 13. The two
younger girls of our family test*
tied that not even at this time
did Prof. C. E. Allen's presence of
mind forsake him. Seated among
the wreckage, he called, "Take
the usual amount," after the
fleeing forms of students.

n iced: "I shall call you Jo»»
eph — part of the time." He
did.
*

•

m

Prof. Kirk, again, calling stu
dents to ordf>" in Normal Hal],
said, "Let all murmuring cease.
Murmuring is forbidden by the
Scriptures."
* ••

Prof. Smith and a student >ne
day proved y analogy t.iat a
living for a family of 6 could be
made on " acres of land. Prof.
Smith, then, a gleam of amuse*
ment in his eye .observed: "We
*
*
*
culc 't make
living . 160 A«
Tax ^ayii g time >s ~'er
My
father,
and
four
boys (I think
another year — a Toad off th
d, and off the pocketbcok, . 'twas four) — couldn't make a
well. An expen :
gymnasium living.
• • •
is in process of structure at Mul
Cupid and his affairs vr~e held
keytown. Like the elderly citi
2n of Arkansas, who, uoo
Mr in scant e;teem in Prof. Colyer's
congratulated on local improve class, it would seem. Ann&yed
ments, replied, "Yes, and I was by symptoms of spring fever, he
agin ever' one of 'em" — I ts one day '  Ml., declared: "Now,
agin the gymnasium," on ac I think from the looks of se val
count of increased taxes. "All of you in here, that ou must
of which," as Prof. Allen often be in love! And I want to tell
concluded any citicism or com you that if you don't hurry up
plaint of his own, "shows I'm and come v>ut o£ it, I'll bring
. u out of it!"
growing old."
•

•

*

*

• •

"The loving hero winds (short
Letters froir Isabel Vandervort
i)
slowly o'er the lea," some one
Hallam and Maude Rich Jones,
recently received, have delighted read in the iterr^ure Class.
me beyond measure. My own vo
"Anybody but you, —," sighed
cabulary is inadequate to express Prof. Shryo.'k, "world know that
the pleasure they brought, so that word is winds, (long
Of
calling upon William Shakespeare, course, we can't expefct ye to
I observe they have "warmed the know it."
cockles of my heart." I hope the
If some one nad later read, as
girls who are in school, now, are was once done in th« Mulkeytown
as fine as the ones who attended school: "Chill " ri la repressed
from 1903'07.
their noble rage," I wonder what
»
*
*
Prof. Shryock
»u
e said?
• * *
Does Harley Harriss still op
Let all old timers speak up and
erate a laundry in Carbondale?
eard!
If so, why does he never rvite 1
the members of Class 1907 down
to do their washing Commence
ment Week? Sop™ a? if he Campus Enrollment
could do as much as that. (Our Shows Slight Drop
records show he is in Manistee,
Southern's
enrollment
has
Mich.—Ed.)
• *
»
dropped only slightly lower than
Henry Gambill a ' Roy Stew it was last fall term. As it stands
art should have graduat d "*h now there are 3,082 students on
us but were not in school the campus and 46 at Belleville as
last year (not in Carbondale, at compared to last year's figures of
least.) T'd like to know what 3100 on the campus and 66 at
each has been doing all those Belleville.
years. ^Py 
Prof. Allen This year's enrollment in the
used to argue intermittently as to College of Education totals 1,
whether it vws i man's
• a 538; 541 in the College of Liberal
woman's duty to milk the cows Arts and Sciences; 700 in the Col
on a farm. Roy though 'twas lege of „ Vocations and Profes
the woman's, Prof. Allen's con sions; and 266 in the Graduate
viction was that the men should School.
milk. Strange subject for argu
Last year's figures were 1520 in
ment in a Latin class, one may Education; 608 in Liberal Arts and
say.
:
Sciences; 729 in Vocations and
*
*
*
Professions; and 243 in the Grad
Henry, Ida, and an attractive uate school.
young hoyden named Martha, (as More women are enrolled this
I recall her,) were all in school year, but the number of men is
the spring term of school
down. There are 1,086 women
19056. A fine family — ^ d like enrolled as compared to 1,074
!
to see all of them, aga
Think last year, and 1,996 men as com
they didn't live far away. I re pared to 2,026 last year.
member Her 's sa>' ^ ^ j.'jw
ed in either Jackson or v Uiam
Welcome Alumni
sor County in t1
a. m. 

MEMBERSHIP BLANK
Southern Illinois University
Southern Alumni Association
Carbondale, 111.
I would like to become a member of the Southern Alumni
Association for one year.
• Enclosed find dues—$2.00
• Bill me later
Signed
MARY ROSE COLOMBO

(name)

(class)

MARGE ENRIETTO

Mary Rose Colombo, E 1932,
high school in Wood row, Colo.
M 1948, replaces Mrs. Mar
Miss Colombo comes to South
jorie Enrietto as Alumni ern from Herrin high school
Recorder. Mrs. Enrietto left
where she has been teaching
to join the faculty at the commerce for several years.

(street address)
(city)

(state*
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HOMECOMING PLANS GET UNDERWAY
BULLETIN!
Wayne Mann, E 1942, has
been named Alumni director,
subject to the approval of the
Board of Trustees, according
to a late announcement.
Mr. Mann will replace Dr.
Orville Alexander, who wish
es to devote more time to his
duties as professor of govern
ment and to his research work
for the Little Hoover com
mission.
The announcement of Mr.
Mann's appointment came too
late for us to include any de
tails in this issue.
'n

Dr. Leo Brown, newly elected
chairman of the SIU Board
of# Trustees, (right) shakes
hands with former board

Now is the time for all alumni to prepare for their annual trek
back to the campus for the biggest Homecoming in Southern's
history, Oct. 2021.
The welcome mat has been dusted off by the Homecoming
committee and all University organizations are ready to insure
a good time for everyone. Jim Throgmorton_of Vienna, student
chairman, and Dr. Orville Alexander, faculty chairman^ have
been working on the program for the last three months, and they
have reported that the plans now being carried to completion
promise to make this the best in a long series of successful
reunions.
Homecoming will be launched
on Friday, Oct. 20, with the regis
LITTLE THEATRE
tration of all alumni in the foyer
TO PRESENT
of Shryock Auditorium. Just in
case some of you are unable to
versity of Michigan. He has serv "BORN YESTERDAY"
make it on Friday, you may still
ed as economist on the War Lab
"Born Yesterday," by Garson register on Saturday.
or Board and on the faculty of Kanin, is this year's Little The
For the first time the free
both the University of Missouri atre Homecoming production. The movie at the Varsity Theatre on
play,
which
is
now
being
made
and Christian College.
Friday afternoon will be open to
into a movie, ran on Broadway for
chairman, Robert L. Davis,
Daniel Orloff will serve as in three years. The New York cast members of the Alumni Associa
after Davis had been award
structor in mathematics and was headed by Judy Holliday and tion. Heretofore only students
ed a gavel by the board.
could get in by presenting their
Mrs. Mary Preble has
been Paul Douglas.
activity tickets, but this year
named instructor in University
Harry Brock, a wartime profi alumni may be admitted by show*
school. Miss Delores Manfredini
tier in scrap metal, enlisted the ing their alumni membership
was appointed faculty assistant
aid of a senator in Washington, cards.
in the Museum.
D. C., to build up a scrap metal
The period following the show
TERM APPOINTMENTS /
cartel. This senator, who is in until curtain time for the Little
Term appointments were grant Brock's pay, tries to railraod a Theatre play has been left free
ed to Miss Anne Gibson Buis, bill through Congress that will for individual reunion and spe
instructor in home economics; permit this scheme.
cial organizations banquets and
ber of the University faculty Wesely G. Bovinet, lecturer in In the meantime, in order to in celebrations.
since 1930 as a member of the adult education; Dr. Charles C. sure his success in society, Brock
"Born Yesterday," this year's
government department staff and Colby, lecturer in geography; decided that the girl he lives
Homecoming play, will be pre
for the last several years as John D. Corn, assistant instruc with, Billie, should get the educa
sented in Shryock Auditorium,
chairman of the department.
tor in physical education for men tion she never had the opportunity Friday at 8 p. m. The production
Among the new appointments and football line coach; Walter V. to get before. Billie is a beauti which is now being made into a
was Miss Leah Farr as assistant Creswell, assistant instructor in ful and not so dumb chorus girl. movie, ran on Broadway for three
dean of women. Miss Farr, who the University School; Dr. James Paul Verrall, a young reporter, years.
comes to Southern from Syracuse A. Diefenbeck, assistant profes is hired by Brock to educate her,
Freshmen will take the tradi
University and the Ogden (Utah) sor of philosophy; Miss Beatrice and this new development changes tional Ephebic oath and toss their
M.
Flori,
instructor
in
Zoology;
the course of their lives.
City schools, replaces Miss Ruth
green buttons into a roaring bon
James Trigg,
a senior from
Haddock, and will serve as act and Wesley G. Bovinet, lectur
fire on the old football field im
Tamaroa, and Raymon Yancy, a
ing dean of women during the er in Adult Education.
mediately after the play.
sophomore
from
Paducah,
Ky.,
present school year.
Dr. William Hartnett, lectur
First on the agenda for Satur
Russell Lee Bush, appointed in er in physiology; Miss Erika have the male leads. Trigg plays day is the VarsityAlumni hockey
structor in physical education Amalia Hillen, assistant instruc the part of Harry Brock and Yan game during the morning to be
for men, replaces James Wilkin tor in foreign languages; Rexel cy plays the young reporter.
followed by an all Southern Illi
son. Former assistant wrestling D. Karnes, assistant instructor Wilma Dumeier, a junior from nois parade of gay floats, march
coach at Purdue University, he of sociology; Harold Lee Patter Metropolis, and Dorothy Hana ing bands, drum majorettes, and
will serve as wrestling coach and son, faculty assistant in the Alum gan, a junior from Benton, are queen candidates. The parade
ni Service; Roderich Pfeiffer, as trying out for the part of Billie.
assistant football coach.
will form downtown and start
Miss Hester L. Johnson will sistant instructor in foreign lan David Alverson, freshman from moving at noon, ending its march
Eden,
N.
Y.,
plays
the
part
of
guages;
Mrs.
Ruth
Wells
Rush
direct the University's <iew pro
at the Stadium. Numerous civic
gram of Nursing Education. For ing, faculty asistant in the Devery, Brock's lawyer, which is groups from the area have ac
one
of
the
big
supporting
roles
the past 14 years, she has serv Health Service.
in the play. Joe Embser, sopho cepted the invitation to enter
ed as supervisor and asistant
Miss Mary Cleta Scholtes, in
more
from Benton, and Norman floats, bands and stunts.
director of nurses at several structor in home economics; Wil
Southern will meet Illinois
Megoff,
freshman from Granite
Eastern hospitals.
liam Jasper Shackelford, faculty
City are trying out for the part Normal in the Homecoming game
Dr. Leo Kaplan, formerly a assistant in the Museum; Mrs. of the senator.
with kickoff time scheduled for
plant pathologist on the staff of Alice M. Sheahan, faculty assis
"Born Yesterday," under the 1:30 p .m. Something new has
Harward University, has been tant in the Health Service; Er direction and staging of Dr. Ar been added to the cheering sec
named assistant professor of bot nest J. Simon, associate profes chibald McLeod, associate pro tion. A hundredman corps will
any. He has served on the teach sor of industrial education, as fessor of speech, and Lawrence act as a nucleus of cheering, and
ing staff of both the Quincy City sociate director of Adult Educa Voss, speech lecturer, will be they will add zest to the stands
hospital and the Massechusetts tion, and Director of the Techni presented in Shrycok Auditorium with their different colored cards
cal Institute. Miss Anne Marie
General hospital.
Friday, October 20, at 8 o'clock which will be held up at specified
C. Sanderson Knaus will serv^ 'Thibaud was appointed assistant Admission for the Homecoming times to spell out the yells.
as lecturer in art and the Art instructor in foreign languages; play will be eighty cents. How
A special ceremony between
Service department. He has serv and M. Stanley Wilson, faculty ever, the speech department halves at the game will afford
ed as layout and production ar assistant in physical education urges the purchase of season tic recognition to the winners of the
tist in private industry and as for men.
kets to all the plays thus saving float contest and the house decora*
a teacher at the New Orleans ASSISTANTS NAMED
tions.
on single admission prices.
Academy of Art.
Following the game, the annual
Halftime graduate assistants
Milton T. Edelman was named and their assignments include:
Homecoming Tea will be held at
STUDENT
COUNCIL
instructor in economics; Willard
Anthony Hall.
Imogene
C.
Beckemeyer,
C. Hart, instructor in industrial mathematics;
Saturday night marks the cli
William
Joseph GOES INTO ACTION
education and construction sup Burns, government; James Fran
Southern's
present
Student max of the twoday celebration
ervisor in the architectural serv cis Cannon, Extension Service;
Council shows signs of being one with the Homecoming concert and
ices beginning Nov. 1. John Frank Robert Chase Child, sociology;
of the most active in the history dance. Music will be furnished
Hosner has been appointed in Joan Rose Eaton, English; Da
by Jack Fina, noted pianist, com
of the University.
structor in agriculture: and Dr. vid Edward Elder, zoology; Flora
The Council was instrumental poser and arranger. His most
Donald E. Koontz as instruc H. Foltz, art; Norma L. Giddings,
in starting a system whereby the famous composition is "Bumble
tor in the chemistry department. Extension Service; Harvey F.
student may buy a $7.50 meal Boogie." He formerly played
The position of Alumni Record Gardner, Dean of Women; and ticket at the student cafeteria for with Freddie Martin before starti
er has been assigned to Miss Donald Hankla, zoology.
only $5. In conjunction with the ing a band of his own. Concert
Mary Rose Columbo, southern
time is 8:00 p. m. and dance time
Mrs. Donald (Millicent) Han dean of men's office, they spon has been set for 9:30.
graduate, who has been teaching
sored
an
informative
discussion
in the commerce department at kla, mathematics; Betty Ann meeting which was presided over
Last but not least will be the
Herrin high school for the past Heisner, goegraphy; Louis Ren by representatives of the armed coronation of her Majesty, the
dleman
Karraker,
history;
Her
17 years. She also holds a mas
man Leroy Kirkpatrick, Book forces. The meeting was held to Homecomimng Queen. This year,
ter's degree from Southern.
pass on as much information as the committee has decided to
Miss Patricia McSherry will store; Hubert Joseph Loftus, gov possible to students of draft age, revert to the traditional pro
ernment;
John
Edward
Lubach,
serve as faculty assistant in the
and to those students who are in cedure of crowning the Queen at
President's Office, replacing Mrs. guidance and special education; the active and inactive reserve. 11 p. m. on Saturday night, as
Lloyd
L.
Patheal,
Jr.,
guidance
Olive Webb. She has worked in
Future plans of the Student the highlight of the dance.
that office for the past year as and special education; Ernest Council include a Career Confer
An open invitation is out to all
Eugene
Poole,
biological
re
assistant director of Personnel.
ence to be held February 8 and alumni to come back and see old
Dr. William O. Winter was ap search; Hugh M. Satterlee, gen 8. Key personnel from various friends and to see just what is
pointed assistant professor in the eral library; Warren F. Seibert, instries and professions will pre happening to the old institution
government department. He re guidance and special education, sent facts concerning job oppor which has more construction go
ceived the PhD. from the Uni
Continued on page 15
Continued on page 8
ing on than ever before.

TRUSTEES VOTE TO GIVE
LAND FOR HIGHWAY 51
The University Board of Trus
tees approved a resolution grant
ing the Division of Highways the
right to utilize a strip of Uni
versity land on the east side of
the campus for rerouting a por
tion of U. S. Highway 51 in the
Board's meeting here Monday,
Sept. 18.
At present the highway runs di
rectly through the campus. The
new portion of the highway would
be located east of the campus and
would eliminate the traffic haz
ards which now exist.
The Board also discussed the
bids on the proposed new build
ings, The bids that were taken
were too high for the money
which was appropriated for the
building so it was necessary to
consider the
reallocation of
funds in order to facilitate con
tinuing a part of the building
program.
A resolution also was approved
allowing the university to rent
property owned by them, all sub
ject however to approval of and
ratification by the board of trus
tees.
In appreciation of his efforts as
chairman during the past year,
the
Board
presented retiring
chairman General Robert Davis
a gavel upon which is inscribed
"General Robert W. Davis, First
Chairman Board of Trustees,
Southern Illinois University, 1949
50."
John Page Wham and Lindell
Sturgis were elected to member
ship on the Board's executive
committee. Wham was also ap
pointed as S. I. U. representative
to the board of the University
Retirement System of Illinois.
Gen Davis was named Board rep
resentative on the S. I. U. Foun
dation Board.
A total of 124 faculty appoint
ments were approved by the
board. Included were 15 new con
tinuing appointments, 24 term ap
pointments, and 29 reappoint
reappointments. Also receiving
appointments were 32 public
school teachers who will serve
as student teaching supervisors
and 24 graduate students who
will serve as halftime graduate
assistants.
Dr. Willis G. Swartz, who has
served as chairman of the Gradu
ate Stvidies Committee since it
was organized in 1943, was
named Dean of the Graduate
Graduate school at the meeting
of the University Board of Trus
tees here Monday, Sept. 18.
Dr. Swartz has served as mem

Jack Fina's Orchestra To Play
For Concert and Dance
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SWARTZ NAMED DEAN
OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Dr. Willis G. Swartz, profes
sor of government and chairman
of the graduate council of S.I.
U., was appointed dean of the
graduate college by the univer
sity board of trustees at their
last meeting. Dr. Swartz will be
gin work at his new post on Sept.
25.
Dr. Swartz received his bache
lor's, master's, and doctor's de
grees from the University of Iowa
and took additional work at Clark
university. Swartz, a specialist
in the field of government, has
been a member of Southern's
Staff since 1930.
Among the scholarships and
fellowships awarded Swartz as a
student was the Carnegie fellow
ship in international law in 1927
and 1928. He has been a member
of numerous honorary organiza
tions including Phi Beta Kappa,
DR. WILLIS G. SWARTZ
Kappa Delta Pi, Zeta Sigma Pi,
Pi Gamma Mu, and Kappa Phi EXTENSION CLASSES
Kappa.
In 1939 he was invited by the NOW BEING HELD
Carnegie endowment for interna IN 25 TOWNS
tional peace as one of twenty
The Division of Extension and
five Americans to participate in a
Adult Education has announced
conference
on
international
its schedule for the fall semester
problems at McGill university.
with a total of 31 class in 25
He has been listed in Youngi
Southern Illinois communities.
Men of America and Who's Who
Raymond H. Dey, director of
in American Education; and he:
the Division of Extension and
has served as an officer of the
Adult Education, has announced
Illinois council for social studies
that all of the extension classes
and as a member of the nation
will offer four quarter hours of
al council of the American as
credit and will meet once a week
sociation of university professors.
for 16 weeks.
Dr. Swartz is the author of
Extension courses being offer
numerous articles which have
been published in various profes ed, Mr. Dey said, are of a gener
al nature so that more persons
sional journals.
His experience includes a term may enroll for them. Sepcialized
" as h e a d o f t h e d e p a r t m e n t o f h i s  j courses, he pointed out may be
t o r y a n d p o l i t i c a l s c i e n c e a t S t e r j acquired at the University during
ling college from 1925 to 1927,1 the annual summer sessions.
assistant professor of government! Classes this year are being of
at Oregon state college in 19291 fered at Alton, Anna, Belleville,
30, professor and chairman ofi Cairo, Carmi, Centralia, Chester,
the department at S. I. U. since' Collinsville, Du Quoin, Edwards
1930, and visiting professor in poli' ville, E. St. Louis, Fairfield. Gol
tical science at the University of j conda, Harrisburg, Herrin, Mar
Illinois in 1946. Since 1943 he has ion, McLeansboro, Metropolis, Mt.
been chairman of the graduate Vernon, Nashville, Red Bud, Sa
lem, Shawneetown, Vienna, Wa
council.
Dean Swartz will retain his pro terloo, and Zeigler.
fessorship in government, but a
S. I. SYMPHONY MARKS
new chairman will be designat
FIRST ANNIVERSARY
ed for the government depart
First anniversary of the South
ment.
ern Illinois Symphony orchestra
was observed by approximately
Inscription Selected
65 members of the organization
at Southern on Tuesday "evening,
For New Library
Sept. 19.
"In a democracy we must have
The Orchestra, under the direc
faith in the ability of free men to
learn the truth though the unham j tion of Dr. Maurits Kesnar, chair
pered interplay of competing! man of the S.I.U. music depart
ideas," will be the inscription on' ment, is open to all musicians of
the interior wall of the new ultra; the area who wish to participate.
modern library soon to be erected Tentative plans are being made
at Southern, according to Dr. for concerts to be presented in
Robert H. Muller, director of Murphysboro, Herrin and Mt.
Vernon. The concert season will
libraries.
After a careful process of win begin in November.
Orchestra rehearsals are at
nowing and conferences with the
faculty, the final selection was Southern each Tuesday evening,
adapted from a quotation from beginning at 7:00 p. m.
Committee on Civil Rights, 1947.
FACULTY REACHES
The original quotation is as fol
ALL TIME HIGH
lows: "If the people are to gov
Southern's faculty has reached
ern themselves, their only hope
©£ doing so wisely lives in the col an all time high of 408 members
lective wisdom derived from full this year. This is an increase of
est possible information, and in nearly 20 per cent.
A corresponding increase in the
fair presentation of differing
number of classes offered has re
©pinions."
Southern's new library, for sulted from this increase in the
Which the site is now being pre number of faculty members.
Approximately 571 classes were
pared, is designed to accomo
date a studentbody of from six scheduled last fall, as compared
to eight thousand. In addition to to approximately 625 classes
housing 350,000 volumes, the scheduled for this year. Classes
new library will provide space for last year were considered to be
the audiovisual activities, micro larger than desirable for most
film reading, a photolaboratory, efficient teaching, but the larg
& bindery, archives, a rental er faculty this year will make it
book store, an auditorium with possible for each student to re
180 seats, and a special room for ceive more individual attention in
the Clint Clay Tilton Library of the smaller but more numerous
classes
Lincolniana.

New Practice Teaching
System Is Set Up

Lentz Retires After Giving Half
Century To Teaching

Future teachers will be given
the best possible experience in
the latest teaching methods by
the revised and improved pro
gram of teacher training, design
ed for that purpose. The revised
program is divided into two plans,
one plan offering 12 quarter hours
of college credit, and the second
plan offering 16 quarter hours of
college credit.
Under the first plan a student
teacher on the secondary level
may spend from four and one
half to five hours each day for
12 weeks of supervised teaching
in the University School or in a
cooperating offcampus school.
A11 classes in one grade are
taught by the elementary student
teachers. The secondary student
teachers are in charge of one
study period and teach three
classes or they teach four clas
ses. In addition to class work,
each student teacher becomes
PROFESSOR E. G. LENTZ
acquainted with extra class ac
tivities as much as possible dur
ing the remainder of the allotted
school time.
The second plan provides that
both elementary and secondary
teachers spend the entire day liv
ing and working in the communi
Special consideration will be
ty. Student teachers report to the given to veteranteachers who
building at the same time as the plan to spend their summer tak
regular teachers and leave at the ing graduate GI Bill training af
same time in the evening. Six ter the July 25, 1951, cutoff date,
teen quarter hours of college according to a report received
credit is granted to the student by the University Veterans Ad
teacher under this plan.
ministration.
During the school day, each
VA'S regulation on the dead
elementary teacher spends the en line, based on the GI Bill, states
tire day teaching one certain that veterans discharged before
grade. The secondary teachers July 25, 1947, must have started
have charge of a study period training by July 25, 1951, if they
and teach four classes. In ad want to continue afterwards.
dition to teaching duties, each Those discharged after July 25,
student teacher attends all facul 1947, have four years from their
ty meetings and all evening ac discharge date in which to begin.
tivities carried on in the school,
Veteranteachers
who take
such as plays, parties, and athle
graduate courses under the GI
tic events.
Bill during succeeding summer
vacations may continue to do so
after the entrance deadline, so
AAUW Announces
long as their courses were started
Children's Play Series
prior to the cutoff date and are
The American Association of resumed every year, VA ruled.
University Women has announc The teacher will have to meet
ed the selection for this year's certain qualifications. His study
series of children's plays, which must lead toward a degree; he
will be presented by the Little must be continuously employed
Theatre under the direction of as a school teacher, and he may
Dr. Archibald McLeod.
not skip a GI Bill summer ses
This year's series will include
"Many Moons" to be given on
Nov. 16, "Jack and the Bean [OURNALISM DEPT.
Stalk" on Feb. 15, and "The In
dian Captive" on April 19. Cur INSTALLS NEW
tain time is 2:00 p. m. in Shryock
An A. P. teletype receiving
Auditorium.
unit has been installed in the
The plays, sponsored annually journalism building and is bring
by the AAUW, are produced for ing direct news wire service to
the interest and enjoyment for the University for the first time,
adults as well as children. The according to Robert A. Steffes,
price of admission is $1.00 (tax chairman of the journalism de
included) for the season ticket. partment.
This year a parent or teacher
"With the teletype on campus,"
who accompanies a group of fif Steffes declared, "the students
teen to twentyfive children will will become more news con
be admitted free. Tickets may be scious.
Because of the
large
obtained by writing Alice Rech amount of reading that students
ter, assistant to the dean of men must do for their classwork,
and AAUW Play Chairman.
they are reluctant to take on the
added task of reading a news
paper." By bringing the news to
SIU Inaugurates
the classroom, it is felt that the
"Parents Day"
students will experience a much
In an effort to better acquaint closer relationship with world and
the parents with their son's and national events.
"By utilizing the teletype faci
daughter's life at S. I. U., the
first annual parent's day was lities," Steffes continued, "The
held Saturday, Sept. 30.
stdents will be able to analyze
Campus tours, receptions, teas, the news, evaluate it, and then
a football game against Cape judge their evaluation by observ
Girardeau, and an allschool ing how the stories were handled
dance highlighted the full day of by the commercial newspapers.
activities.
They will also be able to com
Parent's day was sponsored by pare their technique with that of
the personnel deans, in conjunc the commercial papers in the art
tion with participating student or of writing headlines."
ganizations. It is planned to make The journalism department has
parent's day a yearly occasion extended an invitation to other
in hopes of giving the parents an departments of the University
opportunity to visit student's liv who will have occasion to make
ing, learning, and loafing places. use of the service.

GI Bill To End
In '51 Says VA

University Professor Eli Gil
bert Lentz, one of the most pop
ular professors ever to teach at
Southern, retired last month af
ter more than half a century of
education the youth of Southern
Illinois.
He began his teaching career
in the rural schools of Southern
Illinois in 1899, and he retired
with the highest rank ever given
to an instructor at Southern.
He served on the faculty of
S. I. U. for 36 years, including
10 years as Dean of Men. In 1914
he came to the University as a
history instructor, was promoted
to assistant professor in 1920, to
associate professor in 1927, and
to full professor a few years la^
ter.
In 1948, at the request of Presi
dent Delyte W. Morris, the* State
Teachers College Board, govern
ing board of the University at
that time, approved professor
Lentz' appointment to the rank
of University Professor.
When Lentz was raised to the
rank of University Professor,
President Morris declared, "The
rank of University Professor is
an honorary one; customary in
a University which wished to em
phasize unusual accomplishment
in teaching and scholarship."
Dean Lentz, as he is called by
many, has always filled an im
portant role at Southern. In re
cent years, he has been asked to
sit on many committees in order
to give the longrange perspec
tive to University policies, linking
the past with the present.
Last year, he served as chair
man of the University's Diamond
Jubilee committee. Also during
the last few years, he has serv
ed as curator of the Clint Clay
Tilton Library of Lincolniana and
Americana, and he has done ex
tensive research towards a his
tory of S. I. U.
An active member of Rotary
International for a quarter of a
century, Dean Lentz served as
district governor in 1938, and has
continued to serve on the board.
Largely though his influence,
Rotary District 149 established a
scholarship fund to bring foreign
scholars to S. I. U. to study.
He is a thirtysecond degree
Scottish Rite and a Knight Tem
plar York Rite Mason, and has
held several high position in that
fraternal order.
In 1912, he served as president
of the Southern Illinois Teachers
association, and under his ad
ministration brought that organ
ization into the Illinois Educa
tion association.
He is one of the founders cf
the Southern Illinois Historical so
ciety, and from 1939 until last
year, he served as secretary of
the organization. He is also a
member of the Mississippi Val
ley, the American Historical, and
the Abraham Lincoln association.
Following his retirement at S.
I. U., University Professor Lentz
plans a trip to England where he
will do research work in his fav
orite subject, English history.

Old Catalogs Wanted
Alumni, do you have the 1925
or 1926 school catalog? These
catalogs are needed for refer
ence for those people who be
gan their studies at Southern
then and who now wish to
complete the work for their
degrees. Catalogs for the year
1922 and for any year previ
ous are also desired.
If you have one or several
catalogs, please notify Doug
las E. Lawson, Dean of the
College of Education.
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OLD NORMAL IS HOMECOMING FOE
Southern Wins Opener With
Hanover By 137 Decision

iliiigi®

Fred Brenzel is currently being hailed as the magician of SIU
football following his last second, 40 yard touchdown pass to
speedy end Leo Wilson giving the Maroons a 137 decision over
the Hanover Panthers, Hanover, Ind., in their inaugural game
of the 1950 season.
The victory marked the first Martin Holds Baseball
time that a Southern football
Conditioning Sessions
team has won its opening game
since 1946, when Abe Martin's A sport usually reserved for the
gridmen were the Corn Bowl spring here at Southern is receiv
champions.
ing some close attention this fall,
under the watchful eye of veter
It was indeed a happy day
an baseball mentor Glenn (Abe)
for the squad and coach Bill
Martin. For baseball men on the
Waller, who was experienc
JOHN CORN
campus are getting fall workout,
ing his first game as head
during which five or six games
Maroon mentor. As it was,
will be played with semiprofes
the final play of the game,
sional teams in the area.
which covered yards, was tru
ly the winning play. For
At the present time, there are
with but one second of play
approximately 60 men out for
ing time remaining in the
the squad, which is taking part
By PAT PATTERSON
game, and with the score
in daily workouts on the local
knotted at 7all, senior quar
diamond. Coach Martin has re
An outstanding lmeman and
terback Brenzel faded back
cently issued a call for all men former allaround football play
from his own 20 yard line,
who are interested in baseball to er here at Southern has been ap
and heaved an accurate, 40
try out for the squad. The men pointed to the position of line
yard aerial to halfback Wil
will undoubtedly learn some new coach for the 1950 season.
son. Wilson caught the ball
tricks which they will spring on
John Corn, stellar performer of
on the Panthers' 40 yard line,
opponents next season.
the gridiron here and at his home
and raced untouched for pay
In early seasons thus far, new town high school in Benton, as
dirt and the ball game.
comers Wayne Grandcolas of sumed his duties as assistant foot
after the Panthers had controlled
Belleville and Jerry Williams of ball coach last month. At present,
the ball for four minutes, most
Shawneetown have been looking John is working with Bill Waller,
ly in Southern territory. After
very good. Several of the letter head football coach, in rounding
being stalled on the Maroons' winners, including Art Menen out the playing forms of some
nine yard line, an attempted goal
dez, Don Campbell, Jim Sch sixty men out for the sport.
by Hanover failed, and the South
Once rated by some sports
molbach, and Bubba Burns, have
ernmen took over on the 20, also looked impressive. As of writers as one of the best line
from where the winning play took
now, 1951 team Captain Joe Jones men to come out of southern
place.
is not yet in school. Jones is ex Illinois, this blondehaired, 215
The Indiana team had the edge pected to report back to school pounder came to Southern after
on the Maroons in the statistics this winter.
a stint in the armed services, and
column, but that does not clearly
Practice will continue as long proceeded to make a tackle
show the caliber of ball played
berth for himself. During his
as weather will permit.
by the Maroons. Southern dre\i
career he rated the tackle po
first blood when big Bill Good
sition on the AllConference first
man, junior tackle from Carbon
team, topped off with a magnifi
dale, recovered a Hanover fum
cent performance in the first an
Remaining Football
ble on the seven yard line of the
nual CornBowl game at Bloom
Schedule
Panthers. Fred Brenzel had just
ington in 1947 during his first
uncorked a 55 yard punt to put
year of play.
Oct. 7, Indiana State, here.
the ball there. Then Herb Cum
Oct. 14, Northei^n Illinois, there. The following year he was elect
mins went in at quarterback, and
Oct. 21, Illinois Normal Home ed captain of the Maroon squad
outfoxed the Panthers when he coming, here.
and climaxed his threeyear stay
sent Harold C|.ll around right end
Oct. 28, Arkansas State there. st Southern by adding three let
for a touchdown. Lou Bobka
Nov. 4, Eastern Illinois, there ters to his collection..
kicked the extra point to give
John also proved an exception
Nov. 10, Ypsilanti Michigan
Southern a sevenpoint lead.
to the old saying that "brains
(Shrfners) here.
Hanover took over then, and
Nov. 18, Western Illinois, here. and brawn don't mix," by com
with little quarterback George
pleting four years of college work
 ox passing accurately to a num
Continued on page 6
ber of receivers, the Panthers
r oved deep into Southern ter
lory. The Maroons staved off WALLER HEARS FROM HIS VETERANS
trie attack, however, with fine
rushing by Goodman and Lou Bob
ka, and fine pass defense by
Captain Don (Red) Cross. The
Maroons still held a 70 lead at
halftime.
Storming out of the dressing
room with defiance in their eyes,
the Panthers then changed over
to a running game, and marched
all the way down the field to
the one yard line, where Fox
carried over on a quarterback
sneak, Guy Andress converted
to make the score stand at 77
until the final and dramatic sec
ond of play.
A real standout at halfback was
Ed Swineburg, a freshman from
LaGrange. Swineburg was a sur
prise starter, but led the Maroons
in rushing with a 3.6 average in
nine trys. Harold Call uncork
ed the longest run of the day,
when he sped 28 yards from
scrimmage. Southern had sev
eral scoring opportunities that
did not materialize. Twice Fred
Brenzel and Willi Malone were
Coach Bill Waller is greeted
sophomore tackle from Chi
in the open, only to be caught
by a host of returning veter
cago; Homer Malone, Col
from behind by speedy Hanover ans upon his arrival at South
linsville guard; Harold Call,
secondary men. Malone got his
ern in the above picture.
speedy Pana halfback; Herb
chance to carry the ball when he
Cummins, junior quartei'back
Grouped around Waller are,
intercepted a Hanover pass and
from Harrisburg; Captain
reading from left to right.:
carried the pigskin to the Panther
Don (Red) Cross from Chris
Bob Brown, junior end from
20 yard line.
topher; Fred Brenzel, senior
Carbondale; Phil Bruno, a

Former Star
Named Coach

Early Injuries Plague
Maroon Gridiron Chances
Southern has drawn Illinois Normal for the Homecoming tilt
and for Southern's first InterState Intercollegiate Athletics Confer
ence game at home. In the past the Normal Redbirds have always
proved to be a formidable foe having tallied up a record of 10 wins in
18 games played against the Maroons.
Southern has a real score to settle with the highly touted Red
birds, for last season they handed the Maroons a 350 reversal
and two years ago Southern suffered their worst defeat in con
ference history to Old Normal.
This year should witness a reck
oning as the two opponents play
hind these men are Bill Wan
younger men on the field, both
gelin, Reece Hoskins and
schools having lost heavily to
Bob Brown. The tackles are
graduation last spring.
Dave Frier, Benton; and Roy
Siville of Hoopston. Phil Bru
Newlyinstalled head football
no, letterman from Chicago,
coach Bill Waller innagurated his
will see a lot of action at
1950 football drills Sept. 1, with
tackle, and may even take
a goodly number of veterans and
over one of the starting as
several promising prospects on
signment. Paul Swoboda al
hand for the initial workouts. How
so looms as a probable start
ever, after the first three weeks
er.
«•
of practice, Waller was lament
ing the injuries which have al
Captain Don (Red) Cross holds
ready taken a heavy toll in the down one of the guard positions,
Maroon camp. As the Southern and big Lou Bobka, AllState at
men prepared to embark for Harrisburg high in 1948, is at the
Hanover, Ind., for the season's other. The Malone brothers, Ho
starter Sept. 23, two key men mer and Bill, from Collinsville
were still out of the lineup.
are dependable guard replace
Don
Simpson, and
Bob ments. At center, Frank (Moose)
Ems, both probable starters were Kraus is a fixture, but at the
on the injured list Thursday, Sept. present time there is no replace
21. Simpson was pronounced out ment for the 210 pounder from
for
the
season
with a bad Granite City. Swoboda may be
lysprained knee, and Ems was shifted over to center provided
still bothered with a pulled mus Waller can ftnd a dependable
cle.
Then too, center Frank tackle substitute.
Kraus had just returned to the
Harold Call, a 1949 letter win
lineup after a week's absence due ner, and Johnny VanderPluym,
to an infection in his right arm. Harrisburg sophomore, are the
The 1950 edition of SIU foot halfback starters. Behind them
ball will be operating out of an are Bob Nicholaus and Johnny
unbalanced version of the T for Organ. Nicholaus is said to be one
mation. Waller uses an overshift of the greatest all around athletes
ed line, and often overshifts the ever to come out of Centralia
backfield. The men have been high school.
using the T to a large extent but
Herb Cummins, veteran junior
also have been using several full signalcaller, and senior Fred
back spinner plays from the Brenzel are sharing quarterback
Michigan version of the single assignments. In addition, Brenzel
wing. Needless to say, with Simp will handle the brunt of punting
son and Ems both out of action, duties.
Fullback
and
passer
this single wing will not function Chuck Oyler will also assist
nearly so effectively. At the pres Brenzel in the punting. Oyler is
ent time Chuck Oyler, a two about the closesjt thing the Ma
year letterwinner at halfback, rooms have to a triplethreat, al
has been handling the brunt of though his passing and kicking
fullback activities.
are both superior to his running.
Two freshmen, Mel Coch
Depth is the main problem con
ran and Junior Funderburk,
fronting Coach Waller, at least
hold down the end positions on
for the time being. Until some
Waller's first eleven. Be
good reserves can be brought
up from the "B* squad, the Ma
roons are going to be short on
manpower.
However, assistant coach
Bill O'Brien and line coach
John Corn, aided by basket
ball mentor Lynn Holder,
have been working diligently
with the junior varsity in the
hopes of selecting some de
pendable replacements. There
are approximately 60 men on
the "B' squad at the present
time, and all are anxious to
advance to the varsity. Two
hour scrimmages are being
held
daily in
the hopes
of finding a dark horse some f
where—both in the line and
in the backfield.
After their initial contest of the
season at Hanover September 23,
the Mai'oons were to open their
home season Saturday, Septem
ber 30 at McAndrew Stadium
against Cape Girardeau. Due to
a labor strike, the lights which
were to be installed are not yet
quarterback from Staunton;
erected on the field. Therefore,
Lou Bobka, Harrisburg guard;
for the first part of the season,
Roy Siville, Hoopston gyard;
the home games will be played
Chuck Oyler, fullback from
in the afternoon, with game time
Hoopston, and Frank (Moose)
being 1:30 p. m.
Kraus, junior center from
Granite City.
Welcome Alumni
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SCHEDULE

Oct. 14—Western at Car
bondale.
Oct. 21—Eastern at Carbon
dale (Homecoming).
Oct. 28—Normal at Normal.
Nov. 4—Eastern at Charles
ton.
Nov. 11—Conference at Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.
Nov. 18—State at Wheaton.

HOLDER SENDS THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT
OUT CAGE CALL

CROSS COUNTRY
CHANCES LOOK UP
RUSSELL BUSH

Bush Called To
Active Service

Leland P. (Doc) Lingle is ex
pecting better things of his SIU
Cross Country squad, that is bet
ter things than last season. The
Maroon harriers had a succesful
season last year, but with the
same team returning for action
this fall, Lingle is expecting a
goodly number of victories.

Russ Bush, Southern Illinois
University's new wrestling coach,
just appointed this fall, received
his call to return to the Air Corps
Oct. 2. Bush, a former Purdue
and Iowa State grad»ate and ath
lete, was just getting wrestling
sessions under way at Southern
when he received his call. His
absence leaves S. I. U. in search
©f another mat mentor.
Although Russ was discharged
as a first lieutenant^ his activa
tion orders said he would be a
secondlieutenant upon his return
to the Air Corps. He was a pilot
during World War II. He succeed
ed James Wilkinson at Southern
after Wilkinson left to become
wrestling coach at Oregon State
last spring.
Bush's early youth was spent in
Waterloo, Iowa, where he attend
ed both grade and high school.
He was then called into service.
He spent the better part of his
three years service in the Air
Corps as an officer.
Upon his discharge, he en
rolled at Iowa State College,
where he proceeded to do
good scholastic work as well
as earning four letters in the
grunt and groan profession of
wrestling. While at Iowa
State, Russ won three nation
al titles in the 236 pound
class, while the school was
runnerup in the
NCAA
wrestling
competition
for
three consecutive years.

He graduated from Iowa in
1949, and entered Purdue Uni
versity to do his graduate work.
There, as graduate assistant, and
assistant wrestling coach, he
played an active part in sending
his crew to capture the Big Ten
wrestling championship for the
third successive time, as well as
taking the runnerup spot in the
NCAA.
His duties here at Southern
were concerned with the
eoaching of the wrestling
squad as well as being head
tennis mentor. He also assist
ed in football, and served as
a physical education instruc
tor.

Russ left early Monday morn
ing, Sept. 26, to join his wife, now
teaching school in Northern In
diana, before he reports October
2 to Waco, Texas.
The sudden departuxe of the
wrestling coach recalled to mind
the situation that existed during
World War II, when Glenn (Abe)
Martin, Leland P. (Doc) Lingle,
and Bill Freeburg were the only
members of the physical educa
tion department on the staff.
—
Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity
will
have
charge of the ushering at all
home football and basketball
games during the 195051 season,
according to Glenn "Abe" Martin,
athletic director.
The Alpha Phi's have made
quite a record for their outstand
ing work in serving the Univer
sity as guides on campus tours,
ushering at student events and in
their leadership in campus im
provements.

Team captain, Ray Palmer,
Joe McLafferty, Phil Cole
man, and Buddy Miller will
all be returning this season.
Art Menendez, member of
last year's squad will not
be around due to a slight
heart murmur. However, Lin
gle hopes to find some hope
ful replacements by holding
a few intermural cross coun
try meets.

Lingle has two alltime record
holders
on his
cross country
squad in Phil Coleman and Joe
McLafferty. Coleman holds the
alltime twomile and mile rec
ords, which he set last season
during the spring track activities.
McLafferty holds the halfmile
record, and is also a crack dis
tance man. Ray Palmer is also
an outstanding runner, witness
the fact that prior to Coleman's
recordbreaking performance, the
Belleville ace held the twomile
record himself. And the fourth
letterman, Miller, has lettered
two years 4n crosscountry.
Thus if Coach Lingle can find
that important fifth man, his
cross countrymen should do a
creditable job indeed.

Former Star
Named Coach
(Continued from page 5)
in three.
In August of 1949 following his
graduation, he married Marian
McKemie, also of Benton and a
'49 graduate of Southern, after
a courtship which lasted through
out both of their college careers.
Last year John and Marion
taught in Benton. John was as
sistant football coach at the high
school and Marion taught in the
elementary schools. The Corn's
still stay in Benton at 306 Church
St.
When asked about the team's
chances this season, John said,
"If the boys continue to hustle
out there on the field, I think
that we will have a pretty fair
football season." We hope he's
right.
This winter John will handle
the proceedings of the organiza
tion and participation of the in
termural program, which has
been an important part of the ac
tivity program for the past sever
al years.
John likes his new position just
fine, however, as he stated, the
job came as quite a "surprise"
to him. Then too, he says, "I
would like to remain here, that
is, if the draft doesn't ge me."
We'd like to see John around
for some time, so let's hope that
the draft board will let him for
awhile, anyway.
Jim Lovin, one of the greatest
football players in th* History of
SIU, was rewarded Sept. 30, when
the "I" club retired his football
jersey at the halftime ceremonies
of the grid contest between Cape
Girardeau and Souttern. Sept. 30
was also "I club" dty. All let
termen were honored.

•Basketball eoach Lynn Holder
has issued a call to all basket
ball aspirants to get in shape
during the next few weeks prior
to basketball workouts which will
get under way the second week
in October. The diminutive Ma
roon came mentor has limited all
men who are interested in play
ing basketball to his initial try
outs.
While Holder has been rather
hard hit by graduation, he will
have several capable veterans on
hand who will no doubt form a
firm nucleus for this year's cage
crew. Gone are five outstanding
seniors, including 194950 Captain,
Charlie Goss. In addition, Holder
will be missing Bob Colborn,
Joe Hughes, Bob Kissack and
Jack Long.
Leading this year's five on
to the courts is Captain and
last year's high scorer, Tom
Millikin from JPinckneyville.
Millikin set an alltime South
ern scoring record last sea
son,
and
was named the
Most Valuable player in the
conference,
being
picked
ahead of such big names as
Tom Katsimpolis, Don Glo
ver, Don Wilson, and others.

William Adams, left, 345
pound, six  foot, five  inch
tackle from Elkville, and John
VanderPluym,
a fivefoot,
nineinch, 180 pound half
back from Harrisburg, are the
long and the short of South
ern Illinois University foot
ball this fall. Adams is a

Holder received a tough blow,
however, when little Frank (Pud)
Gladson,
his ace
ballhandler
took the long walk to the altar
this past summer. Gladson, who
had two more years of eligibility
will be lost. But two other mem
bers
of the
State champion TEMPORARY'GYM
Pinckneyville Panthers of 1948
COACH NAMED
will be on hand, and both will be
vying for a firstteam position.
Patrick "Pat" Kelly, former
They are lettermen Dave Davis, football letterman and gymnist,
and Illinois transfer Big John here at Southern, has assumed
son. Johnson led the Panthers to the duties as stunts and tumbling
the State championship in '48 and instructor, in the P. E. depart
should be a valuable asset. Da ment.
vis, too is a good ball player,
Pat came to' Southern in
and an adept defensive man.
1946, and attended the University
Another letterwinner, Ernie Bo for four years. He was on the
zarth is set to have a good year, traveling squad of the football
after a falling off last season. team in 1947 and 1948, and let
Other "I" men returning include tered at quarterback in his last
Chuck Thate, sixfoot, sixinch year. He participated in the ac
center from Chicago and Bill tivities of the gym team that
Garrett, sturdy guard from Fair toured the state the past few
years, giving exhibitions before
field.
In addition to those mentioned, student groups, teacher's meet
Holder is expecting a lot from ings, and interested high schools,
the new men on the squad, and and at halftime of the many
football games and basketball
looks to a good year in 5051.
games.
4
Pat, with his 160 pounds and
Robert Colborn, who recently
accepted a coaching position at 5' 7" of height, being a good
Lennark, hac been called to active prospect for the armed services,
duty, according to reports reach ! went up for his examination for
ing the Alumni office.
jthe Army Air Force Cadets, and
Bob lettered in football and j qualified. So now, he Is waiting
basketball for four years at I for his call to report, which he
Southern.
^expects at the end of the term.

TIME OUT FOR COACHES

/

Armed Forces
Taking Toll
Among Athletes
Winning the scheduled foot
ball games this season isn't the
only worry that SIU grid coach
Bill Waller has this year. For
with the Korean situation being
what it is, the stouthearted grid
mentor must also consider the
question, "Am I going to have
enough men left to play ball?"
And his question seems to have
strong foundation, for with the
coming of the second week of
practice, Coach Waller has al
ready lost two men to the Armed
Forces.
Bill Goodman, first
string tackle, from Carbondale,
and Bob Brown, firstline end,
have both received their calls to
service. Both have attempted to
get deferments until the end of
the season, but at this writing
neither has received any con
crete information.
Goodman is in the naval re
serves, while Brown is a non
veteran. Of the two, Goodman's
chances seem to be the best, since
reserves have been given defer
ments a bit more readily.
Even closer to home is the
possibility that William (Bill)
O'Brien, head backfield coach,
may have to go back into the
Marine Corps. O'Brien was a
Marine officer during the last
war, and might well have to
report back, even before the
conclusion of the regular grid
iron season.

i '•?

Southern
football
coach
ing staff is pictured above in
one of their few leisure mo
ments on the practice field.
Reading from left to right,
they are: Buzz Bradley, "B"
squad coach; Bill O'Brien,
backfield coach; Head Coach
Bill Waller, and line coach
John Corn. All are new ad

freshman with a goodly
amount of high school soft
ball experience behind him,
while VanderPluym is a
sophomore halfback seeing
most of the action at right
half on the varsity. Adams
wears a size 14 shoe; Vander
Pluym a size 6.

ditions to the squad, except
O'Brien, who has been at
Southern since 1947 follow
ing his service in the U. S.
Marine Corps. Bradley is a
graduate assistant from Mur
physboro, Corn, a former
Southern grid star, and Wal
ler the new mentor from
Benton.

One member of the coaching
"staff wrestling and tennis men
tor Russ Bush, has already re
turned to the service. A third
man, parttime gym coach Pat
Kelly, will have to report to the
Air Corps Cadets at the con
clusion of this term in Decem
ber.
Most of the men on the football
squad, in fact, are eligible for
the draft. From end to end, and
even in the backfield, Uncle Sam's
Army looms as the logical camp
ing place for most of the ath
letes, even before June. How
ever it is certainly the hope of
the coaching staff that at least
a bulk of the men will be allowed
to finish this term of schooling,
and athletically speaking, the
i football season.
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SEVENTYFIVE YEARS RETROSPECT
By PROF. E. G. LENTZ
SYNOPSIS: Southern Illinois
Normal University was created
by an act of the General Assem
bly on March 9, 1869.
Carbondale was selected as the
site after some controversy and
the first main building was ready
for dedication July 1, 1874. Dr.
Robert Allyn was inaugurated as
principal of S. I. N. U. on the
same day and the doors were of
ficially opened on July 2 with 53
students registered for the four
week summer institute. Most of
these were teachers seeking quali
fication for a fi^st grade certifi
cate.
In order to meet the low stan
dard of admission and to build an
advanced teacher trailing pro
gram, three divisions were estab
lished in the curriculum, a Model
School, Preparatory School and
the Normal.
Admission was by examination
through the county superintendent
and the signing of a pledge to
teach for three years after leav
ing the University.
With a student body with this
meager background, the faculty
members were able to do little
departmental specialization, but
they made a memorable begin
ning.
The Model School became the
place to study the basic courses
in arithmetic, spelling and gram
mar and the Preparatory School
further provided opportunity to
meet the deficiencies of the new
students. These schools also serv
ed the purpose of imparting the
best teaching techniques as they
became the laboratory schools for
student teachers.
By 1909 a separate building
was built for the exclusive use of
the training school. This marked
the turn in the Normal school
era and teachers college had be
gun to take shape.

keeping was part of the math own recognized degree.
and as Major General Bell, was
ematics curriculum, following! A distinct variant in the appointed ChiefofStaff by Theo
arithmetic and algebra, and was Normal School curriculum was dore Roosevelt.
presumed to have much the introduced at Southern in 1878 Lieutenant Reed organized the
same disciplinary value as higher when a military department was cadets into a battalion of four
mathematics in general education. authorized by the board. This was companies called the Douglas
At the Southern Illinois Normal, not a land grant requirement, Corps Cadets in honor of Stephen
the school having received no A. Douglas. An inexpensive uni
bookkeeping was somewhat of a
Federal grants, but was a volun form of cadet gray was precrib
curricular
orphan,
being
assigned
A diploma from the Classical
tary inovation of the board under ed but not all provided them
course listed subjects credited for at various times to the teacher
permissive act of Congress which elves withnit. A fortyfive minufe
graduation, as follows: spelling, of grammar, the teacher of pen
provided military equipment for period of each school day was
writing, reading drawing, vocal manship the teacher of physical
schools which sought it and met devted to military exercise in
music, elocution, and phonics, training,'and finally to the math the conditions of the grant.
cluding drill and instruction. The
English literature, arithmetic, ematics department. Miss Buck—
Brevet Captain Thomas J. instruction embraced the schools
astronomy, bookkeeping, geo graduate of Bryant and Stratton
graphy, History of the United Business College—to whom book Spencer, U. S. A., appeared before of the soldier, company and bat
States, Ancient and Medieval keeping was first assigned might the board, by invitation, at its talion, infantry skirmish, manual
History, physiology, Latin 3 years, have won for herself quite a meeting, June 1878, to discuss of piece, in artillery, Upton's tac
Greek 2 years, algebra, geometry, noteworthy reputation in a de the feasibility of military train tics, practice in signalling, court
analytical geometry, botany, zo partment of commercial subjects ing as a department of the martial, and lectures on the art
ology. geology, logic, natural as she did in fact in the teaching Normal. His formal report to of war.
philosophy, chemistry, rhetoric, of grammar and the writing of the board was highly favorable. The student reaction to this
He found "the University emin military setup was good, al
Constitution of the United States grammar texts.
ently fitted for the successful
School Law of Illinois, mental
When bookkeeping found its carrying out" of the proposed pro though it is doubtful that it con
tributed appreciably to martial
and moral philosophy, criticism, place into the mathematics de
ject and especially commented spirit. Participation was entirely
pedagogics and methodology.
partment in 1901, William Troy on the suitability of the large hall
voluntary and no pleas of com
This list is quoted as illustra Felts C94), at that time assistant on the fourth floor for armory mandments that it be made com
and
afterward
head
of
the
depart
tive not only of the scope of
purposes and also the use of
pulsory for men and credit al
subjects but of the enumeration ment, gave the subject its train the spacious first floor corridors lowed toward graduation were
of these subjects in a Normal ing emphasis. A decade later a de for the housing of the field artil
partment of Bookkeeping and lery. The board accordingly voted heeded. That it had something
diploma of that time.
Commerce was created with to establish a department of to the appeal of glamour is indi
'The classification of the curri Richard V. Black at its head.
cated in the reminiscence ' of one
culum into ten departmental divi Out of these beginnings an elab military instruction and practice, of the students, Mr. Fred Fichard
to
detail
Captain
Spencer
to
be
sions was an arbitrary division of orate program of business train
of Carterville, Illinois, who said
labor for an overworked faculty ing was developing, leading to and to ask the War Department in his Getting an Education:
rather than a unity of subject ward the University School of in charge as commandant.
"The cecision has been
matter fields. A department of Commerce or Business Admin The armament supplied by the made. I was to enter the
War Department consisted of 200 Normal, was to be a mem
Bookkeeping and English Gram istration of the future.
breechloading cadet rifles, 100
mar certainly presents the ex
ber of Douglas Corps Ca
Much
tfie~
same
evolutionary
sabres, two pieces of artillery dets under Lieutenant Starr
treme instance of unrelated sub
progress
was
made
in
art
and
and
caissons
and
an
outfit
for
ject matter; and a department of
and was to be the proud
Geography and Physiology could music as in commerical subjects. field signaling. To this was added
wearer of a cadet grey mili
Beginning
as
freehand
drawing
an annual supply of 100 artillery tary uniform all decked out
hardly be called such in the pre
assigned
to
the
teacher
of
pen
and 1,000 infantry blank cart in brass buttons. So father,
sent day meaning of the term.
manship in the earlier curriculum ridges.
mother and I took a day off,
Here, in these formative years a separate department .was
Despite the implications of
drove to Carbondale and
as elsewhere among contempor created in 1894 when Miss Matilda
dickered with Mr. Reynor,
ary Normal schools were the Salter, who had previously taught Captain Spencer's report re
beginnings out of which a highly drawing in its former connection ferred to above, concerning the tailor and owner of the lit
tle woolen mill, for the uni
departmentalized system was to with penmanship, began the devel building's' armory facilities it
evolve as the staff increased in opement of a department of Fine does nbt appear that the equip form. The folks decided we
ment was allowed to interfere could afford the highest price
numbers and changing aims and Arts.
with the normal functions of the suit, made of cloth finished
new points of emphasis resulted
Music likewise was at first a school. Requests were made from
with a shiny silken nap.
from new demands.
required exercise in vocal music time to time by the intructor for
Sixteen dollars. I looked
The inclusion of bookkeeping as with no specialized instruction. adequate shelter. A report of
INSTALLMENT 6
a oneterm offering in the cur Professors Brownlee, I n g 1 i s , Lieutenant H. T. Reed to the swell in it. It wore like iron.
It was nice and warm in
riculum was not exceptional; Smith, and Black at various times board urged an appropriation of
winter. Drilling out in the
many Normal Schools of the assumed the duty of conductiing $50,000 for the department (1881)
period provided such a course. the exercise in addition to their to make it comparable with that afternoon sun those hot Sep
tember days, with coat and
Its justification in the teacher regular departmental assign of the University of Illinois.
training program was probably ments. Instrumental music was Commissioned officers of the vest buttoned up tight, raised
not the perparation of prospective added in 1897 with Mary M. Mc regular army, graduates of West a harvest field sweat."
During the first two years the teachers of the subject when Neill as instructor. Music be Point, were detailed by the War The harmonious relationship
curriculum of the Southern there was no demand for such came a separate department in Department as commandants and of the military and academic de
Normal had assumed a pattern teachers in the common schools 1902 when Leota Keesee became instructors, each serving three partments seems not to have been
all that could have been desired.
which was, in all essential aspects, or high schools. It may well have its first director.
years. Brevet Captain Thomas J At a meeting of the board during
to remain fixed for twenty years had practical and vocational im
Developments within the de Spencer was replaced by First
or more. This was the early plications as a means of making partments of art and music ex Lieutenant Hugh T. Reed in commencement week, 1882, action
Normal period in western normal teachers more serviceable to com ceed the most expansive vision of 1880, and he by Second Lieuten was taken to the effect, "thai the
munities where busines required the Normal of fifty years ago. ant Charles G. Starr in 1883. The regulations ' and direction of the
school history.
At the Centennial Exposition, such service, thus enabling a They are new departments which last commandant was Second military department be under
Philadelphia, 1876, the new teacher to supplement his in approach the status of separate Lieutenant James Franklin Bell the control of Dr. Robert Allyn,
Normal at Carbondale entered a come outside the schoolroom.
schools within the new Univer (18S6'89) who later saw distin in connection with Lieut. Hugh
modest e x h i b i t (principally
In most Normal Schools book sity; music already confers its guished service in the Philippines T. Reed, instructor in the sci
ence of military tactics, and that
bound volumes of student exer
no interference on the p&rt of
cises) which gave the institution
any teacher he permitted." What
a recognized standing among the THE DOUGLAS CORPS CADETS AT EASE
the implied faculty interference
nation's Normal schools. It had
or its causes may have been does
an enrollment in the Normal de
not appear in the record.
partment of 325 students and a
The justification of military
faculty of eleven members who
carried numerous and varied
training as a part of the curri
assignments.
culum was stated in the Normal
The range of subject matter of
catalogue? (18781880):
courses required for graduation
"Aside from fitting stu
was comprehensive, covering
dents to serve society as
everything which a teacher might
leaders when war demands
conceivably need to know. To
their services the military
quot£»the first catalog (1874'75)f
drills will be healthful rec
"every branch prescribed to be
reation from mental labor,
taught in the common and high
the * knowledge acquired will
schools of our State is carefully
be of great value if only as
studied, from the alphabet to the
general information, and the
highest range of philosophy."
disciplire learned of incalu
The low admission require
lable benefit applied to any
ments made it necessary that
profession or calling after
subjects offered in the Prepara
their school days are over.
tory school should be taken in
This course of military in
course or passed by through
structions can be imparted
examination, thus adding three
without at all interferring
years preparatory to the regular
with other studies."
four  year Normal curriculum
As already noted no graduation
Hence the wide scope of subject
credit was given for the military
matter from arithmetic to cal
instruction but all male students
cuius, from English orthography
were expected to take it unless
to ethics and criticism, from
specifically excused. The Gov
elementary English grammar to
ernor of Illinois gave it recog
Memorabilia of Socrates.
nition by conferring the rank
The Normal School offered two
of Captain in the Illinois Nation*
courses of study, a Classical and
al Guard on the four cadets grad
an English course, either of
ed highest in the corns.
which qualified for graduation.
provision that three years Latin
and two years Greek, or modern
language—French or German—
were added to the English re
quirements, and students electing
the English course might substi
tute more of science in lieu of
foreign language.

Curriculum
Development

They differed principally in the

(Continued oa page 8)
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Courage Wins
Its Fight
With Polio

needs in this country to culti
vate the warlike spirit. " Of the
same general tenor but not so
Continued from page 7
emphatic was the opinion of Dr.
Harvey William Everest, presi
dent of Southern.
The withdrawal of Lieutenant
The chief significance of mili
Bell at the end of his threeyear
assignment, in 1989, terminated tary training as a part of the
the War Department's support curriculum is to be found in its (Taken from Dick  Greene's co
Of the program at Southern. relation to the program of phys
lumn, "Our Neighborhood" in
George V. Buchanan, '84, who had ical training. It marked a trans
the Muncie, Ind., Star)
ition
from
the
inadequate
exer
faeen added to the faculty as a
. Little Jane Ferrill was home
cises
in
calisthenics
to
a
new
teacher of mathematics, carried
that day, so when the door chimes
On the work as an addition to his department of physical training. sounded she was quick to bound
Professor J. M. Pierce, who from the lounge to answer the
regular teaching for » year. Mil
itary training was then (1890) same to Southern as instructor call.
superceded by physical culture in German, directed physical edu
Her mother, Mrs. Mary Ferrill,
and for a brief time an extra duty cation training for two years was seated in her wheelchair in
Was given to Professor Samuel and was succeeded by Hans BaJ the kitchen and she quickly rolled
U. Inglis, the accommodating and| lin (1894). During this period herself into the living room.
"Jane has had a slight cold,"
goodnatured head of the English first Miss Mary Roberts '85, and
then Miss Mary Caldwell directed Mary explained, "so she didn't
department.
Professor Inglis' important con the physical culture for women. go to kindergarten today."
Jane is a big help to her moth
In the meantime a gymnasium
nection with Southern is a strik
ing illustration of the varied as was provided by use of the tem er even though she is only 5. So
signments given to members of porary building which had hous is sister, Linda, 6.
Such small duties around the
the faculty. At the time he ed the school in the interim be
Joined the faculty as a teacher tween the fire of 1883 and the household are of great assistance
of arithemetic and algebra in 1883 completion of a new main build when one spends the waking
he was a member of the board ing. When the second building hours in a wheelchair as does
pf trustees. He taught vocal on Southern's campus, now known Mary Ferrill. Almost four years
music and calisthenics and took as Old Scienee was occupied in, ago polio put her to bed and later
over the work of Professor 1896 the gymnasium was given into the wheelchair in which she
Brownlee two years later when more commodious and better presides as wife and mother.
Brownlee went to the University equipped quarters which were' to In this chair she cooks, sews,
continue in use for the next darns and keeps house for these
Of iilinois.
two sprightly daughters and for
Inglis may be called the cre thirty years. Physical training her professorhusband, Dr. Ever
ator of the department of Eng as a wellorganized department ett W. Ferrill of the Ball State
lish by bringing literature and was now given a firm footing faculty.
rhetoric into a unity with read and made great progress in the
She is a busy woman, the wife
ing and elocution. He left South years immediately following.
of a busy man. sShe helps him
ern to assume the office of State Another innovation introduced greatly, especially in the com
Superintendent of Public In by the board of trustees at the munity work in which he engages
struction of Illinois in 1895 and, same time it authorized military as chairman of Delaware County
at the time of his death in 1899, training was embodied in the sig chapter of the National Founda
was the president elect of the nificant action (June 12, 1878), tion for Infantile Paralysis, mem
ixew State Normal at Charleston. Resolved, That we establish on ber of the Junior Chamber of
Military training in the schools Sunday afternoons a Normal Lec Commerce.
became a nationwide controver ture on Morals and Virtue to
Besides all this, Mary Ferrill is
sial issue in 1894 when the Sec be under che direction of the busy on her own and is a mem
retary of War, Daniel S. ^amont, Principal and Faculty." The Nor ber of a bridge club, the faculty
recommended its extension not mal catalogues thereafter for wives club, advisor to the stu
only in college? but its introduc two issues carried the announce dents' wives knitting club—she
tion in the Hrger city high ment of this Sunday afternoon learned knitting during conval
schools. At
time 79 institu course of lectures which students escence. She often is a guest at
tions were pa. c.cipants in a mili were "expected to attend as a other clubs. Everett takes her
tary training program. "Mind part of the regular instruction everywhere in the family car
rying the chair, too, so that Mary
and Body," a physical training of the University."
periodical published undej; the Did this mean the introduction does not miss much.
Mary and Everett Ferrill are
Gymnastic Union, gave wide cir of a course of religious instruc
culation to a reprint of its article tion as a part of the curriculum? natives of Southern Illinois and
auspices of the North American It is interesting but idle to spec both attended Southern, Everett
entitled "A Symposium upon Mil ulate upon what may have graduated in 1937 and Mary
itarir n r.nd Its Place in the Pub prompted this action by a deeply (Chapman) in 1940. They were
lic School System." The. in religious minded board. A course married in 1938 while Mary was
troductory analysis of this sym of lectures on Morals and Virtue still in school.
After Mary graduated from col
posium was written by Hans Bal had all the implications of re
lin of the Southern Illinois Nor ligious instruction and for this lege, they moved to Champaign
mal.
reason was a challenging inno where the future professor began
A strong case was made against vation in a public educational work on his Ph.D. Seeing the a a.
what was called militarism in institution however broad, lib coming, Everett dropped the work
the schools.. Two questions to eral, and nonsectarian such a toward his advanced degree and
which
prominent
educators course might be. The lectures, taught in Decatur high school He
throughout the nation were ask were discontinued after two years joined the navy in early 1943 as
trial due to the burden on a facul an ensign, emerged a senior
ed to reply were:
1. Do you believe that mili ty which gave unstintedly to the grade lieutenant in late 1945. His
doctor of philosophy degree was
tary drills are consistent with support of the local churches,
received in August, 1946.
pedagogy?
and also to the manifest un
In that year Everett Ferrill
2. Would you prefer training popularity with students as in
came to Ball State and Mary
SUnder a graded system of gym dicated by disciplinary cases aris
went down with polio, and thus
nastics to military drills?
ing out of disturbances.
began a long, hard fight for
As might have been expected Laughter and noise not quite health, a fight she faced with
there was by no means a una in keeping with the purpose of courage as did her husband who
nimity of opinion, replies varying Sunday afternoon lectures result cared for her and their two small
from the noncommittal to posi ed in nothing more serious than daughters. Mary was able to walk
explanation and apology from with crutches until an auto wreck
tive disapproval.
Replies from President Eliot of the thoughtless offenders.
broke a hip and knee a year ago.
Other means less potentially From this she has recovered.
Harvard, David Starr Jordan of
Leland Stanford, E. Benjamin An controversial were found to pro
Dr. Dougals F. Parry, former
drews of Brown University, G. mote the Christian, nonsectar
Stanley Hall of Clark University ian, religious culture^of students. member of the education depart
!<to cite only a few among many) Daily chapel, at which roll was ment faculty at Southern has ac
gave affirmative answers to the taken of students, was a devo cepted a position as associate pro
first question but endorsed a sys tional period of scripture read fessor of education in the college
ing, appropriate hymns, prayer of education at Drake university,
tem of graded gymnastics.
Des Moines, Iowa.
The majority of opionion was and faculty talks.
most positively expressed by The Men's and Young Women's He will specialize in the field
Charles De Garmo of Swarthmore Christian Associations were first of remedial and diagnostic educa
Who said, "1 believe they (mili mentioned in the catalogue of tion and will be in charge of the
tarily drills) are Inconsistent 1886 as student service organiza reading and study labratory at
With civilization which no longer tions especially helpful to stu Drake.
Dr. Parry will be remembered
especially for his work in guid
ATTENTION!
ance and in the clinic here.

SeventyFive Years
Retrospect

dents coming to Southern. They
had an earlier origin under the
sponsorship of Professor Parkin
son, Miss Buck, and other mem
bers of the faculty. Although less
active in recent years than form
erl;, the "Y" continues to pro
mote nonsectarian religious ac
tivities on the campus and exerts
a wholesome Christian influence
on student life.
i
(To be continued)

MYRTHA ROBINSON
THEN

MYRTHA ROBINSON COSETTE
NOW

NO TIME TO BE UNHAPPY
SAYS BUSY ALUMNAE
"A full and busy life is the sec
ret of a happy life," declares
Mrs. Myrta Robinson Cossette,
alum of S. I. U.
Mrs. Cossette has been a prac
ticing nurse, and once helped re
move a man's appendicitis on a
kitchen table.
In addition to her nursing ex
perience, Mrs. Cossette is an
author, poet, singer, composer,
teacher, painter, musician, and a
housewife.
Mrs. Cossette
learned
her
ABC's at SINU, beginning at the
age of six years. At that time
pupils were promoted according
to merit, and she skipped several
grades. She then attended the
University for a time, but trans
ferred to the Baptist Missionary
Training School of Chicago at the
age of 20, she was the youngest
woman ever to graduate from
the Baptist school. Later she
worked in creative writing at
Whitman College in Walla Wal
la, Washington.
At the age of 66, Mrs. Cossette
has light curly brown hair that
has never had time to turn
gray. She is an energetic five
feet, nine inches tall and balances
the scalfes at 145 pounds.
Childless herself, Mrs. Cossette
oves to teach little children whom
she believes to be less selfish
than their older more selfcenter
ed brothers.
Mrs. Cossette was a member
of the Socratic Society while she
was at Southern, and she often
sang for that organization. She
was cast as the queen in a play
adapted from Alfred Lord Tenny
son's "Idylls of The King"
As a small child, Mrs. Cossette
spent many happy hours watch
ing her grandfather tap maple
trees and boil syrup at his farm
near Pomona natural bridge. She
used Southern Illinois as a setting
for one of her short stories en
titled, "She Walks Alone."
While attending Southern, Mrs.
Cossette
lived in
her grand
father's big old house in Carbon
dale.1 "It was in this big house,"
she says, "that Harry Temple
called for me and walked with
me several times to Baptist
Church. I sang in the Baptist
Choir, and Harry was my 'heart
throb'... Seeing Harry's name
on the Diamond Jubilee atten
dance list reminded me of those
days long ago."
She continued her Baptist work
after leaving Southern and the
Chicago Baptist Missionary Train
ing School as' city missionary for
the Baptist Churches in Oklahoma
city. There she organized three
Baptist Sunday Schools which
have since developed into fine
churches.
After years of missionary work
and nursing she was married in
1917, but .still continued to fill her
days with writing, painting and
making a home.
From an anthology, of Poems
Of God, Love and Nature, writ
ten by Mrs. Cossette, we have
taken these poems:
"An Ode To Spring"
The flowers are all aglow,
Having slept through winter's

snow,
But how their beauty shows. ..
Lilly  daffodil  and the rose,
Spread their fragrance as the
wind blows . . .
Their secrets  only God knows;
They speak of spring in every
land,
Before their beauty the whole
world stands.
Oh! flowers aglow  what would
we do
Without your beauty and the dew,
Lovely flowers  if you only
knew 
The joy you bring to —
Not to a few.
"A Sonnet Of Life,"
I might have been a flower,
That grows in my garden' there,
With its beauty and fragrance
rare,
To gladden the hearts of passers

by,
For they all stop, wonder and
stare
At flowers so exquisite in the
air.
I might have been the tree
Tall, graceful with branches and
leaves,
Or vines with grapes for win
ter's needs,
Or rivers that flow gracefully by
me,
I'm just to work and toil — it
seems,
One of God's creatures — to sit
And never have a home any
where ...
But to fly North, East, South.
and West. ..
Gliding on through clouds — Do
ing my best,
But I'm just me — trying to
meet God's test.
Mrs. Cossette now lives in Glen
dale, California where she raises
flowers, teaches small children,
writes, paints, and bakes delici
ous pies and homemade bread.
This busy and happy woman de
clares that she owes much to her
training at the Southern Normal.

Goes Into Action
Student Council
Continued from page 3
tunities in each field of endeavor.
It is hoped that the conference
will help undecided studb&nts to
choose their majors, as well as
enlighten other students about
opportunities in the field of their
choice.
Plans are also underway for
an allmale, hundred member
cheering section to form the
nucleus of Southern boosters at
all football and basketbal games.
Bob Cover, sophomore member of
the Council and cheerleader, will
be in charge of the section.
The senior members of the Stu
dent Council are in the process
of drafting a new constitution
to replace the inadequate one
now in use. The new constitu
tion will be drafted so that the
entire University will know the
exact functions of the Council.
This year the Student Council was
included on the University stat
utes which were submitted to the
Board of Trustees.
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s4Cvmtti 'PeMartafo
is now working toward her doc dress is Post Office Box 235,
1880's
She has a grown daughter and son
Sumner Chase Palmer, 1882^ Her address is R. F. D. 11, Box
torate. She has been active in Salem.
has been practicing law since 419, Tusla, Okla.
professional organizations in lo
Samuel J. Scott, E 1934, is an
189?. He is married and has
cal, state and national groups, attorney. He is practicing law
Christine Golden, D 1922, re
three children. The Palmers live tired from teaching home eco
for many years. She served as in Silver Spring, Md. His ad
at 4022 N. Kostner ave. Chicago. nomoics in Du Quoin three years
president of the Illinois State dress there is 2110 Dexter ave. 
David J. Cowan, D 1887, passed ago. She is living at 124 N. Hick
Association for Childhood Edu He is married and has two chil
away several years ago. Before ory St.
cation, is active in the Chicago dren.
his death he was a prominent
Area Association for Childhood
Mrs. Max Sautter (Mable Mil
Marian E. Thrailkill, E 1934,
attorney in Vienna for many
Education and has been a par
eur, D 1922) is living at 1652
is a director of field workers for
years and later in Peoria.
ticipant
in
the
last
seven
inter
Taylor Place Williamsport, Pa.
the Camp Fire Girls. Her mail
national meetings for the samei ing address is 203 N. Wabash,
189lf s
She has two children.
x.
association. She is the retiring Chicago.
Laura Margaret Truscott, D
Gladys Vallow Bradley, D 1923,
president of the North Shore
1896, is a retired teacher and lives operates a dress shop in Kin
Emery Howard Chandler, E
chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma,
at 6222 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago. mundy.
1935,
is social studies and assist
honorary
professional
society.
Previous to her retirement, she , Mrs. J. C. Lindsey (Lenora
ant coach in Herculaneum, Mo.
taught more than 20 years in Purdue, D 1923) lives at 105 Bess
Mrs. Hugh C. Burke (Ruth He is married and has four chil
Chicago high schools.
Woods, D 1931) lives on Route
St., Marissa. Her son John is now
dren.
2, West Frankfort. The Burkes
Paul D. Weller, 1897, died Aug. a student at Southern, and son
LEON KIRKPATRICK
Mrs. James C. Donham, (Thais
4 in Peru, Ind. He was employed Robert, a high school senior, plans technical facility always serves have two children.
Suprunowski, D 1935) is a private
as a conductor on the C. and O. to enroll upon graduation.
Mrs.
W.
B.
Duda
(Helen
Ruby
him well. He thinks intelligently,
tutor. She spends a great deal
railroad with headquarterss in
Mrs. Floyd F. Morris, (Nancy and he has a good sense of pro Russell, D 1931 E 1934) is teach
Cincinnati, Ohio and Peru. He P. Morris, D 1923) is teaching in portion in his delineating musical ing Latin and beginning French of time with her young daugh
ters, aged 9 and 10 years. The
leaves his wife.
HurstBush. Her address is 1504 structures." Kirkpatrick's con at Mississippi College, Clinton,
Donhams live at 569 N. 55th, E.
Walter W. Williams, 1897, is W. Cherry street, Herrin.
cert appearances have taken him Miss. Her husband is in charge St. Louis.
^•
a lawyer with the firm of
Wilma Campbell, D 1924, re to many places in the midwest, of the band and orchestra and
Mrs. Mary Rushing (Mary Ba
Williams and Harrison in Benton. tired from teaching in 1945 to northwest and to the west coast. teaches music classes.
He received a law degree from care for her invalid mother. She He has appeared in recitals in • Albert P. Wiman, D 1931, is ker, 1935) is a housewife and
the University of Illinois in 1903. is now living in Vergennes.
Chicago; Washington, D. C.; New principal of the Villa Grove ele mother of four children. She is
He is married and has a son.
Mrs. R. J. Meyers. (Annabel Orleans, La.; Kansas City Mo.; mentary school. He is married living in Waterloo.
They live at 1003 S. Main St.
Mrs. Joseph Zboyovski (Thelma
Wall, D 1924) is a beauty coun Omaha, Nebr.; Spokane, Wash.; and has three children.
Weiss, E 1935) lives at 201 N. 7th,
selor and manager of a ~eauty Los Angeles, Calif., and many
1900's
Mrs. Jobie Bonds (Rosa Belle
John K. Nimmock, D 1902, shop in Tacoma, Wash. During others. At present he is study Carter, E 1932) is teaching in Benld. She has a son and a
'daughter.
passed away several years ago. the war, she worked for the Red ing piano with Thaddeus Kozuch Trimble, Tenn.
She lives in
His widow and two children live CroSs. She is a widow.
Wendell Wiley Mathis, E 1936,
at the Chicago Musical College Gates, Tenn. Her daughter, Mar
in St. Louis, Mo.
David M. Stroup, D 1924, E and is looking forward to a New garet Jackson Bonds, E 1938, is is superintendent of the Augusta
1910's
1930, is a math instructor in ttie York recital possibly in 1951 or teaching in Chicago.
community unit. He is married*"
Mrs. Harry L. Cummins (Ruby C a r b o n d a l e c o m m u n i t y h i g h 1952. In addition to his career
and had two sons.
Amy
L.
Durkes,
D
1932,
has
Fisher, 1912) is a houswife and school. Mrs. Stoup is the form as a concert artist, he has ac
1st Lt. Roy E. Patton, 1936,
lives in Vienna. Her son, Robert er Alma Fullenwider, 1938. They cepted much responsibility in en retired from teaching and is liv has been promoted to that rank
L., 1937 is a rural carrier in have two children and one grand couraging beginning artists. His ing at 307 Abend St., Belleville, in the Philippines, where he is
Grantsburg. Her daughter, Eliza child. The Stroups live at 321 current address is 5655 Michi with her sister.
serving on the staff of Lt. Gen.
beth 1946, is working in Spring W. Walnut
gan Ave., Chicago 37. Kirkpatrick .John H. Lashley, 1932, is living Robert L. Eichelberger, Eighth
field?
Victor R. Goings, D 1925, E 1932, is vice president of the Chicago at 705 Garrett, Pasadena, Texas, Army commander. Patton, a
R. Hillry Hamilton, D 1912, is is a radio engineer. He and Mrs. Area Alumni Club.
with his wife, Marjorie Leach, E
former insurance salesman and
superintendent of the Hamilton Goings
(Blanche
Peppersack,
Mrs. O. K. Loomis (Kathryn 1931, and their four daughters. office manager, was commission*
county Department of Welfare. 1939) have two children. They Snyder, D 1927, E 1948) has been
Mrs. Kathleen Stokes Schanke, ed in 1944 and served as a plat
His wife is the former Hallie live at 18 W. Chapman St., Alex teaching in the elementary schools D 1932, a widow, is teaching in
toon leader in the 57th Engineer
Bales, 1914. They live on route andria, Va.
in Union county. She and her Salem. She lives at 408 S. Broad before joining the Eighth Army
7, McLeansboro.
Cecil Shepherd, 1926, owns and husband own and operate a fruit way.
ing Battalion, American Division,
Homer L. Heath, D 1913, a operates a variety store in Car farm near Anna. Their oldest
Joe L. Simms, D 1932, E 1935, Headquarters. His wife lives at
retired postal employee, died at rier Mills. He is married and has son, Carroll, 1949, is a senior at
has been named principal of., the 109 N. Jackson St., West Frank
his home in Rochelle on June 18. three children.
the U. of I. Don, a second son, elementary schools in Pesotum. fort.
He leaves his wife, the former
Mrs. Joe W. Tragnitz (Ruth has an agriculture scholarship at
B. Floyd Smith, E 1936, has
Kathryn HeSsler, 1911, and four Husband, D 1926) is a housewife. at the U. of I., and the youngest He formerly served as principal
of Percy community consolidated ended a 33year association with
sons. Before going to Rochelle, She lives at 1236 Second North son, Jon, is in high school.
grade school. His wife is Alberta the JBenton high school to be
Ileath was principal of schools at St., Vicksburg, Miss.
Mrs. T. Alfred McKee (Mildred
come superintendent of the Fair
both Wayne City and Herrin for . Mrs. Otis Benton (Mary E. Krauss, D 1927) is a substitute Simms, 1922.
eight years and also taught night Lingle, D 1927), a widow, teach teacher for the elementary schools Mrs. T. Alfred Summers (Louisa ifeld community high school. He
E. Butler, D 1932) is a substitute acted as coach at Benton for sev
school at Herrin for a time.
es the second grade at the Union in Cincinnati, Ohio. The McKees
Mrs. Carter L. Adams (Eula Academy, San Diego, Calif. Her have two children. Their ad teacher and is doing social work. en years, later serving as assist
She has two children and lives ant principal before being named
"udgens, D 1915) is teaching address is 2700 E. 4th St.
dress in Cincinnati is 3641 Belle
at 2712 Chadwick Drive, Pontiac principal 20 years ago. The
English in Laconia, Ind., high
Mra Floyd L. Bollinger (Mary crest ave.
spring graduating class at Benton
10, Mich.
school. She lives in Milltown, Bean, D 1927) is teaching in the
Zelga Pulley, D 1927, died in
presented the school with a large
uiiana. The Adams have a Chester junior high school. The 1929 in West Frankfort.
Reet Thomas, 1932, is a free
picture of Mr. Smith as a reward
t laughter.
Bollingers have four children.
Mrs. Harold H. Webster (Ber lance artist. After leaving South
from those "who will be eternally
Elmer McClerren, 1916, and They live on Route 2.
nice Edwards Clardy, D 1927) is ern, he attended Washington Uni
grateful for his service." His#
Fay Rogers McClerren, D 1913,
Mrs. Clyde E. Coventry (Ruth beginning her 23rd year of teach versity for a year and then did
family is now "grown up." Dr.
are living in Thompsonville.
Keiner, D 1927) has retired to ing. She is teaching in the first lithographic work for 12 years.
Robert A. Smith is a member of
Fred H. Brandhorst, D 1917, is the role of housewife after 23
grade at Centralia. Her address Two years ago he established his the faculty on the Minnesota
deceased.
years in the teaching field. She is 512 Wabash. The Websters own studio in St. Louis, Mo. He
college. Willis T. is head of the
James L. Churchill, D 1917, is taught 15 years in Illinois and
is married and has three chil
have a daughter, 11.
Hayes Division office, Benton;
deceased.
eight years in Georgia.
Her
Clara Mildred Flnley, D 1928, dren. They live at 1203 Wil
Susan Jane Drake is with her
Noma E. Davis, D 1917, died address is 305 Scruggs St., Way
is teaching in the first grade in mington Ave.
husband at the U. of I.; and Gene
in Memphis, Tenn., in 1928 .
cross, Ga.
Clifton.
Mrs. Floyd E.. Brewer (Mar Louise is a sophomore at South
Mrs. S. J. Kershaw (Jennie
Mrs. David B. Dickey (Norma
Helen Mathis, D 1928, is teach garet A. lAnderson, 1933) has
ern.
Stewart, D 1917, E 1945) is teach Jay Mathis, D 1927) lives at 2015
ing in the Woodrow Wilson school moved from Good Hope to Vir
ing English and art in the Albion
Mrs. Herbert Benner, Jr. (Doro^F
Rice Blvd., Houston 5, Texas.
in Calumet City. Since leaving ginia, 111. Her husband is a
junior high school. She is living
thy Stewart, E 1937) spends her
Mrs. Edward G. Eaves (Melba Southern, she has the bachelor's Methodist minister.
in Grayville.
time caring for her daughter,
Davidson, D 1927) lives at 774 degree from PestalozziFroebel
Fred Wilfrid Woods, E 1933, is Judith Ann, aged 8, and son, Her
Elsa Edna Schuetze, D '17, E '44
Pershing Blvd., E. St. Louis. She Teachers College in Chicago. Her
an instructor of physics, science bert James, age 3. Her husband
is music instructor in a junior high
has taught 15 years at the Haw address is 638 Douglas Ave.
and mathematics in Edwards is a master sergeant in the Air
school in E. St. Louis. Her address
thorne school in St. Louis.
Mrs. C. E. Wiemken (Cynthia
is 1421 N. 43rd Street.
ville. He is married to Catherine Corps. Their, present address is
Mrs. Andrew James Holmes, Brewer, 1928) lives at 1008 W.
Glenn H. Sudeland, D 1917,
Green, 1937, and they have two 300 First Blvd., East, Barksdale
(Mabel E. Holmes, D 1927) owns Main St., Marion. She has three
operates a garage in Newton. He
childi'en. Their address is 516 AFB, La.
and
operates
a
gift
and
tackle
children.
is married and has two children.
Orchard.
Thomas A. Dunn, E 1937, is
shop
on
Rogue
River,
Ore.
She
Frona Barker, 1929, is a nurse
Mrs. Jessie Forager Baumgarten
Dwight W. Batteau, 1934, is a teaching math and is baseball
extends
an
invitation
to
all
alum
at
the
Lincoln
State
School.
Her
1918, is a housewife and lives at
teaching fellow at Harvard Uni coach at the high school in Me
7412 Rosedale Blvd., Allen Park ni living or traveling in Oregon address is 861 S. State St., Lin versity where he is working on
ridian, Idaho. He previously
to
visit
her
in
Gold
Hill.
Her
coln.
Mich. The Baumgartens have a
address is Route 1, Box 161.
Mary R. Casey, D 1929, is liv a doctor's degree. He is married taught at Grand Tower, Gorham
son.
and has three children.
The and Mounds in Illinois.
Mrs. N. B. Ingram (Melba ing in Tunnel Hill.
Henry D. Brohm, D 1919, is a
Batteaus are expecting their
Shelby C. Felts, E 1937, is a
Leach,
D
1927)"
is
living
at
3524
S.
Mrs.
Theodore
W.
Winters
professsor of marketing at the
fourth child in December. Their
University of Florida, Gainesville, Birmingham Ave., Tulsa, Okla. (Elizabeth Frost, D 1929 is a pri address is 15 Andover Ct., Cam Methodist minister and is now
serving in Christopher. His ad
Fla. He resigned as first vice Her husband is sales manager for mary teacher. She received the bridge 38, Mass.
dress is 504 N. Emma.
Bachelor of Science degree in
president of Wiebildt Stores, Inc., a petroleum corporation.
Ray C. Crowell, E 1934, is dep * Otto L. Haggard, 1937, is a sales
Mrs.
Lancet.
Jones
(Alice
E.
Education
from
the
University
Chicago, in 1948 to return to
uty collector of internal revenue.
leaching. He is married and has Hettenhausen, D 1927) lives at of Southern California in June. He is now living at 4748 Mag man for WordenMartin, Inc.,
in Champaign. He and his wife
two children. Their address is 201 Wabash Ave., Belleville. The Her address is 134 S. 18th St., nolia Ave., Chicago, 40.
and child are living in folono.
Jones have one child.
Montebello, Calif.
515 Briarcliff, Gainesville.
Ewell W. Lindsey, E 1937, is
Olive Gertrude Dean, 1934, is a
Leon Kirkpatrick, D 1927, is
1930's
John R. Creek, 1921 is superin
Mrs. Stanley Easton (Geneva Latin instructor in Blooniington office manager for the Massachu
tendent of the Herrin city schools. rapidly building up a fine repu
He was graduated from the Uni tation as a pianist. Chicago, De Fearheiley, 1930) and her hus junior high school. Her address setts Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany in the Peoria offices. His
versity of Chicago and holds a troit, Omaha and many other band have opened a custommade is 1909 E. Taylor.
Russell A. Neal, E 1934, is su office address is 606 Lehmann
master's degree from Columbia midwestern c'ty papers have pro seat co^er shop in Boise, Idaho.
university. He is married to Elsie claimed his talents at the key Their address is 4015 Cassia St. perintendent of the Grayville high Building, Peoria, 111. He is mar
Julia Mason, D 1930, E 1943, school. He is married and has ried and has three children.
Newkirk, 1917, and they have a board and the Music News wrote,
Robert K. Lynn, E 1937, and
son. Their address is 200 South "Endowed with deep feeling, ha resigned her position as teach two children.
Lora R. Roberts, 1934, i9 co Mrs. Lynn are the parents of a
9th St. Herrin.
Kirkpatrick can do justice to er at South School in Glencoe
Mrs. J. W. Bollinger, (Selma various styles and so did in his and has accepted a scholarship owner and publisher of the Ma son, John Sitze, born July 26,^fT
Mary Fullmer) is a housewife. recent Kimball Hall recital. His at NoiiAwestern University. She rion County Democrat. Her ad Robert is a band instructor in
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Elmo Williams, E 1940, and his She was married last December. ert A., E 1941, is on the faculty
wife Mary Louis, E 1940, left Her husband is in the insurance of Mankato Teachers College in
Since receiving her Minnesota. He received a Ph.
Harrisburg in August for their business.
Paducah, Ky. He is living at 621
new home in Houston, Texas. He diploma, she has been attending D. from the U. of I. The Smiths
Wheeler Ave.
county superintendent of schools extension and summer classes in live in Mankato at 632 S. 2nd St.
in Saline county to become di termittently. The Brownlees live
Clarence Smith, E 1937, is work
Mrs. Kenneth W. Dodd (Diana
rector of religious education and in Willisville.
ing with the Jackson County
Lentz, E 1942) is teaching English
music in the Magnolia Park, Bap
Brick Company. He is living in
John L. Colp, 1941, is a me in
the AnnaJonesboro high
tist church at Houston. Both chanical engineer for the Inland school. The Dodds live at 600y2
Ava.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams were ac Container Corp. He is married S. Main St., Anna.
John Keith Aikin, 1938, is ad
tive in religious education and and has two daughters. They live
Audrey Dooley, 1942, is work
ministrative assistant to the reg
music in the First Baptist church at 340 N. Addison, Indianapolis, ing as a bookkeeper in San Fran
istrar at the U. S. Air Force Ex
in Harrisburg.
Ind. John received a bachelor's cisco, Calif. She is planning to
tension Court Institute. The Ex
Lt. Robert H. Armstrong, 1941, degree in mechanical engineering be married Oct. 7. Her present
tension Institute is a part of the
is married and has a daughter, from the U. of I. in 1943.
address is 4 Ord Court, San Fran
Air University, Montgomery, Ala
22monthold. Hi present ad
Joseph C. Deaton, E 1941, is cisco.
bama. He is married and has a
dress is 19th Bomb. Wing, An principal of the junior and sen
son. They live at 729 Delano
dersen RFB, Guam.
ior high schools in Carlyle. He
Ave.
i
Dr. James G. Brown, 1941, is a taught at Hoyleton last year.
Mrs. Terry L. Brayshaw (Wil
practicing physician at the Alton
Leo A. Eason, E 1941, is an as
ma Metcalf, 1938) is an elemen
State hospital. He is married sistant in the education depart
tary teacher in the Du Quoin
and lives in Alton at 1906 N. ment at Washington university.
schools. She holds a bachelor's
Rodgers.
He and Mrs. Eason (Lois Mitchell,
degree from the U. of I. Her
MARVIN MARTIN
Mrs. Robert M. Brownlee (Gen 1943( live at 1289 Hafer PI.,
address is 359 E. Park St.
Marvin C. Martin, E 1939, eva Hammel, D 1941) is teaching University City, Mo.
1st. Lt. Charles B. Broadway, left the Carlyle nigh school where in the fifth grade in the Steele 1st Lt. Robert E. Frazier, 1941,
E 1938, is on duty with the Air he has been principal for the last ville Consolidated public school. recently arrived in the Philippines
Force. His address is 5005th two years to become principal
Hospital Group, APO 942 % Post of the Nashville community high
master, Seattle, Wash. His se school.
MARRIAGES
He and Mrs. Martin
rial number is A02002234. His (Mabel Cox, E 1939) and son,
Mabel Chezem McGuire, D 1927, to Clyde W. Pratt on June
wife is the former Mary Sue Nel Timothy, are now living at 201
4. At home: R. R. No. 2, Centralia.
son, E 1938.
S. Kaskaskia, Nashville.
John C. Moore, D 1929, to Alta Glandt in Urbana on July
Mrs. Vincent E. Parker Laverne
26. At home: 1107 W. Charles St., Urbana.
George A. Franklin, E 1938, is
an area representative for the Martin, E 1939) has moved to
Dr. Charles G. Brown, 1941, to Marjorie Schwartz in Peoria
on June 18. At home: 1906 N. Roger St., Alton.
Oliver corporation. He is mar Baton Rouge, La., where her hus
ried and has a boy and girl. They band has been appointed profes
Florence Bell, 1942, to James A. Stewart in Belleville on
July 20. At home: Palmyra.
live at 218 South 19th St., Herrin. sor of physics and head of the
physics and astronomy depart
Eugene J. Wallace, Jr., 1943, to Margaret Bevens in Pueblo,
John W. Hedger, 193C, is an in ment. The Parkers have three
Colo., on June 4. At home: LaJuanta, Colo.
EDWARD L. EBBS
dustrial manager in Fairfield. sons, Don, Roger, and Paul, all
Marilyn Joan Nash, 1944, to Robert Shaughnessy in Elkville
He is married to Marjorie Right in grade school.
on June 24. At home: Monmouth.
Edward L. Ebbs, 1942, is a jun
myer, 1938. They live at 303 W.
Mrs. Stanley N. Rokaw (Phyllis
Betty Grater, E 1946, to Dr. Edward C. Thompson in Urbana ior field engineer for the Tidal
Douglas St.
Wiesman, E 1939) spends most
on July 30.
At home: 813 W. Daniel St., Urbana.
Pipe Line Co. and is working
Mrs. Robert S. Merhar (Carolyn of her time keeping house and
Maurice Mobley, 1946, to Velma Ruth Barbre on July 30, in the Conroe field of^Montgom
in Central City. At home: Eldorado.
Bundy, 1938) lives at 2502 Emer caring for her son, who will be a
ery county, Texas. Ebbs was
son Ave., North Minneapolis, year old next month. Her hus
Doris Quint, 1946, to Henry Schmidt in Metropolis on July graduated in the top 10 per cent
band is a doctor in Granite City. 16. Address: Route 3, Metropolis.
Minn.
of his class with a degree in pe
Their address is 2604 Benton Ave.
Margaret Davis, E 1947, to William Lee, Jr., in Dongola on troleum ' engineering from the
Richard Vernell Waldron, E
Dale Whitehurst, E 1939, is an
July 16. At home: Cisne.
University of Houston. He en
1938, was awarded the Bachelor
instructor in biology and general
Delia Mae Dennis, E 1947, to Joel D. Williams on July 28. tered the U. of H. after being
of Law degree from George
science at New York State Uni
At home: Roswell, New Mexico.
discharged from the Navy in 1946.
Washington University, Washing
versity. . He is married and has
John Molinarolo, 1947, to Francis Eleanor Jarvis in Harris He has been employed part time
ton, D. C., last spring. His home
two children. His address is 27
burg on August 2. At home: Route 45, Harrisburg.
by the Tidal Company for the
address is 144 S. Division, Car
Elm St., Genesio, N. Y.
Vernon Smith, 1947, to Lucille Kremmel in Columbia on past two years.
terville.
July 29. Address: Columbia.
1940's
Mrs. Jonathan Linton (Ber
Mary Ruth Taylor, 1947, to Dr. Harry Lee Bonnell in Chicago tha Basler, E 1942) is teaching
Paul Budy, E 1940 is a labor
on July 17. At home: 1520 North Mohawk, Chicago.
atory technician at Mayo clinic
English and is a librarian in Nash
Hazel Wallace, 1947, to Durward Stanislawsky, 1947, in Car ville.
in Rochester, Minn. His address
bondale
on
August
5.
At
home:
605
North
Bridge
St.
is 214 2nd St., N. W.
1st Lt. Wallace W. Price, E
Homer H. Badgett, 1948, to to Alice Ruth Sharman in Medina,
Harvey L. Farthing, 1940, and
Penn., on July 22. At home: 12 Summer St., Port Dickinson, 1942, is in Korea and is serving
Mrs. Farthing (Dorothy Todd,
in the Quartermaster Corps. His
Penn.
1940) are living in St. Louis, Mo.,
wife is in Tokyo where she is
Ethel
Doelling,
E
1948,
to
Harvel
Peters
in
Union
City,
Tenn.,
where he is personnel manager
working at the Far East Air
on
June
1.
At
home:
Trenton.
at Century Foundry. They have
Bruce Hardesty, E 1948, to Marjorie Galloway in Carbondale Force Headquarters. Price's ad
a daughter, 8. Their address is
dress is 8073rd QQM Bath Co.,
on August 19. At home: 125 W. South St., Harrisburg.
1327 San Jacinto Court.
APO 59, % PM, San Francisco,
Norman
Eugene
Lamp,
1948,
to
Mary
Louis
Paul
in
Carmi
on
Cecil R. Hollis, 1940, and Mrs.
Calif.
August
6.
At
home:
Carrol
ton.
Hollis (Virginia Taggert, 1940)
Dr. Quentin H. Reed, E 1942, is
Betty Mitchell, 1948, to Paul Margelli, A & S 1949, in Car.
are living at 429 Barrington Ave.,
a practicing physician in Zeigler.
bondale on August 6. At home: 901 N. Highland, Benton.
Dundee. He is production man
Mary Pottmeyer, 1948, to John Niebruegge, Jr., in Breese His wife is the former Imogene
ager for Harrington and King
Moake, 1945. They have two
on July 12. At home: Breese.
Performating
company.
She
Patricia Whalen, 1948, to Joe Konya, Jr., E 1947, V & P 1948, sons, John Leslie and James Alan.
spends her time taking care of
in Carbondale on August 4. At home 508 E. St. Louis St.,
Mrs. Charles M. Sword (Mary
their two children.
West Frankfort.
Morris, E 1942) is a housewife
Mrs. Vernon Taylor Kupel
Esta Chloteal Amette, E 1949, to George Elston, Jr., A & S and lives at 2525 College, Mt.
(Claudia Wisely, E 1940) lives
at 2111 McCord St., Murphys 1946, E 1950, in West Frankfort on June 29. Address: Herrin Vernon. She has a daughter, 2.
Township high school.
boro. The Kupels have two chil
Mrs. Francis J. Erhardt (Mar
Charles Cole, 1949, to M^ry Jane Patterson in Tulsa, Okla., jorie Boettcher, E 1943) has ta
dren.
on June" 25. At home: 511 S. Madison, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Arthur J. Marsh (Mildred
ken a leave of absence from the
Glendell Dunbar, V & P 1949, to Esther Nell Russell in Carrier E. St. Louis public schools and
DAVID M. AIKEN
Mabel Lemmei, E 1940 has been
Mills,
June
30.
At
home:
Carrier
Mills.
teaching in the McCaskill Labor
left in August to join her hus
David M. Aiken, E 1939, re atory school at Superior State
Calvin C. H. Bremer, A & S 1949, to Phyllis Helen Hugg in band in Tokyo, Japan. She and
Highland on August 5. At home: Mapleville, R. I.
cently won top honors in the College, Superior, Wis. She re
Capt. Erhardt have a son, 1.
Ruth File, 1949, to Glen Young in Salem in June 25.
Chicagoland Music Fesival vocal ceived the M. A. degree from
Morris Hilyard, E 1943, is now
Continued
on
page
11
contest, one of the highest vocal Northwestern last summer. The
working on a master's degree at
awards in the U. S. This high Marshes are living at 4948 N.
Missouri university. His wife is
award was made after he had Winchester, Chicago.
J
the former Evelyn Aline Sam
won over thousands of others in
from Smyrna Air Force Base, mons, 1942. They have one child.
Frank Joseph Sabella, E 1940,
earlier competition. Alex Tem died Aug. 22 at the home of his
Tenn., to perform duties as a Their address is Route 1, Roche
pleton, world famous pianist, was parents in Murphysboro. Com
communications officer for Phil port, Mo.
one of the three judges of the plications arising from shrapnel
ippines Command. Frazier joined
It. Clarence Kelley, E 1942,
contest. Aiken, who formerly wounds suffered in the crossing
the Air Force in 1942 and com and Mrs. Kelley (Velva Gatlin, E
taught in Benton high school, of the Rhine river in Germany
pleted fifty bombing missions 1043) are living at 1012 Nebras
holds a master's degree from by the Allied forces in the closing
duing the European Campaign. ka St,. Oshkosh, Wis.
Indiana University. At present stages of World War II caused
He later served as a communica
Edward Ralph Ligon, E 1943, is
•he is studying voice in New York his death. He received the Pur
tions instructor at Scott Field an optometrist. He received the
City and teaching at New Canaan, ple Heart after the Rhine action.
and then went on duty in Alaska. optometric degree from the Uni
Conn. Following the Festival, After serving more than four
Mrs. Thelma Walker Frazier, 1941, versity of California in 1948. He
Aiken and his wife and their years in the army, he was dis
and the Frazier children, Steven, has been married for five years
daughter, Dava Lee, age 8, visited charged with the rank of 1st
3, and Susan, ^ are presently and has two boys. Their address
old friendo and relatives in Ben Lieutenant. Following his dis
residing at 1629 D Seal Way, Long is P. O. Box 331, Lafayette,
ton and Zeigler. He went back charge, he attended Washington
Beach, Calif.
Calif.
to the Indiana' University cam University in St. Louis where he
Mrs. Adelaide Reichert Frieb,
Dr. Urie A. Parkhill, E 1943, is
pus in July & sing one of the received a master's degree. In
1941, resides at 2539 N. Kimball with the Fitkin Memorial hos
leading roles in the School of 1949 he was awarded a Ph. D.
Ave., Chicago 47. The Friebs pital in Neptune, N. J.
Music operetta. "Street Scene." from the University of Penn
have one child.
John S. Pearce, E 1943, is a
He has been doing a great deal sylvania. He then took a posi
Mrs. C. George Gallo (Ann special agent for the New York
of solo work and is a soloist for tion as professor of insurance at
Bonaudo, E. 1941) is living at 54B Underwriters. He was awarded
a New York church.
Garden Drive, Roselle, N. J., with an LLB degree from Vanderbilt
at the University of Florida, but
her husband and small son.
in 1949. Mrs. Pearce is the form
Herman G. Easterly, E 1939, ill health forced him to resign.
Mrs. Robert A. Smith (Mary er Gloria Kirkpatrick, 1941. Their
is a chemist for Du Pont. He is He leaves his wife, the former
Alice Gordon, 1941) is kept busy address is 627 S. 44th St., Apt. 1,
married and has a twoyearold Helen Hampton of Murphysboro,
ELMO WILLIAMS
caring for her home and sons, Louisville, Ky.
daughter. Their address is 512 and a small daughter, Patricia
iSee story above).
«ged 5 years and 4 months. Rob Dr. John Ritter, 1943, is a prac
Ana,
D South St, Orange, Texas.
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Mrs. Anna A. Fishel, 1945, is a and teaching in E. St. Louis dur Laurie, E 1946) is instructor of
rural school teacher in the Ward ing the regular term. Her ad of home economics in the Farm
ticing physician in Warsaw. Hg school. She is living at 401 N. dress in E. St. Louis is Beulah ersville Unit high school. The
received his medical training at Wr10th, Fairfield.
Fletchers have a son, 1y 2 .
Club, 9th and Ohio.
the U. of I He is married and \f Mrs. Robert Rudolph Gates
Mrs. Hattie Emma Koons Shef
Mrs. R. J. Fligor (Lucille Hart
has a son.
(Ellen Brown, E 1945) recently fler, A & S 1945, takes care of ley, E 1946) is a housewife and
Mariella Aikman, 1944, received moved into her new home at her home and two small sons the mother of two children. The
an M. S. degree from the U. of 1128 Walkup, Carbondale. Rob while husband Paul W., 1939, is Fligors live on Route 1, Carbon
I. last June and is now teaching ert, 1950, and Ellen are the par interning at Brooke General hos dale. Ross J., D 1934, E 1937,
in the Champaign public schools. ents of fa son, Robert, Jr., who pital, San Antonio, Texas. Their is a rural critic at University
address is 726 W. French Place. school here on the campus.
Her address is 709 W. Nevada, was born June 23.
Dr. G. W. Glascock, A & S 1945,
Dora B. Young, E 1945, teach
Urbana.
Harry Burke Foltz, E 1946, is
is now a practicing physician at es the sixth grade in the Central a social science and English in
Samuel Edward Carruthers, E
Lightner hospital in Harrisburg. school in Rochelle. She resides structor in Pana. He and the
1944 ,is a field engineer for the
He taught chemistry at the Ar at 921 Lincoln ave.
former Virginia Sullens, 1949, are
C. I. P. S. and is residing at
thur high school before entering
James. Allison, E 1946, is a the parents of a son, Randy
710 N. Court, Marion. He is mar
medical school at the U. of I. His geologist and lives at 1025 N. Bruce, born May 23. Their ad
ried and has one child.
wife, Mary Louise Cox, E 1946, Rotan, Salem. He is married to dress is 403 East 4th.
Lois Elaine Coulson, E 1944, is
taught home economics and art Claudine Karlee, 1946.
Mrs. William Fox, Jr., (Viola
teaching at Western Reserve uni
at AnnaJonesboro high school
Mrs. Ollie Fisher Beare, 1946, a Ellis, 1946) lives in Elkville. Her
versity. Her address is 10834
before Marrying "Bill". Later teacher in Ellis Grove, has been husband is employed at the
Deering Ave., Cleveland 6, Ohio.
while he was attending school in attending Southern intermittent
Mrs. Charles A. Day (Melba Chicago, she worked as a sales ly since 1914. She has three chil TruaxTraer Coal Company. The
Foxes have a daughter, DeLinda
Simpson, 1944) finished the work lady and then as a buyer at Mar dren and is now a widow.
Sue.
for her bachelor's degree at shall Field's. They now live at
Gary P. Brazier, E 1946, is a
Daniel S. Gerlach, 1946, and
Eureka College and has done one 205 S. Granger St., Harrisburg. teaching research assistant in the
Mrs. Gerlach (Maude Smith, E
year of graduate work. Her hus
Mrs. James J. Grabe (Grace political science department at 1946) are living in Ashland.
band is pastor of the Davis Me
Mrs. Jay D. Gooch (Bede E.
morial Christian church, Taylor
Piercy, 1946) teaches elementary
ville. Their address is 31B S.
MARRIAGES (Continued)
physical education in the Kirk
Washington.
*
wood public schools, Kirkwood,
Mrs. Helen Berry Dillara, E
Albert Hennrich, 1949, to Marie Bodeker, in Walsh on July Mo. She was awarded an M. S.
1944, is living a Ridgeway. She 27. At home: Evansville.
degree from the U. of I. last
Mary Ann McDowell, E 1849, to James N. Rogers, E 1949, in
and her husband, Herbert, have
June and was married shortly
Percy
on
August
6.
Address:
Ava
high
school.
one child.
Kathryn "Kim" Middleton, E 1949, to Robert D. Rawson, thereafter. The Gooches are living
James H. George, E 1944, is a
E 1949, in Pana on June 25. At home: 1422 N. Sedgwick, Apt. at 7035 Horner ave., St. Louis
vocational auto mechanics in
17, Mo.
5M, Chicago.
structor in the West Frankfort
Dwight Garrison, 1946, is an
Gilbert G. Ragsdale, E 1949, to Meri Mann in Carbondale on
high school.
August 20. At home: North Madison St., Litchfield.
electrical engineer with the West
Ruth Ann Rice, 1949, to Sherwood Pace in Monticello, Ark., inghouse Corp. According to a
Mrs. Mary Edna Gibbs, E 1944,
on July 5. At home: 201 St. Louis, West Frankfort.
letter from Mrs. Garrison (Myr
is teaching in the Decatur public
Billie Rose Schwegman, E 1949, to Robert George Harmon, thine Hilton, 1947), they are con
schools. She has two children.
1946, in Decatur on August 11. At home: 942 W. Williams,
stantly on the move for Dwight
Mrs. Robert Coale Glick, 1944,
Decatur,
is teaching in the Champaign
Florine Stumpf, 1949, to HarveylouiS/Stumpf, in Valmeyer on gets a new assignment every five
wfeks. So far, they have been
June 17. At home: Valmeyer.
public schools. Her husband is
Robert L. Warden, 1949, to Edith Sue Bryan in Hoxie, Ark., sent to Pittsburgh, Pa., Cleveland,
a student at the U. of I.
on July 4. At home: Walnut Ridge, Ark.
Ohio, and Buffalo, N. Y., and do
Hay ward Z. Hayes, A & S 1944,
Carol Joyce Washburn, 1949, to Alford Volkmer in Carbon not expect to settle in one spot
is a pharmaceutical production
dale on June 14. At home: Sparta.
until next March. Dwight was
supervisor. He is married and
Joan Adams, 1950, to William Shawmeker, student, in Marion graduated from the U. of I last
has a son. They live at 2410 N. on June 24. At home: 606 S. Marion St., Carbondale.
February and Myrthine graduated
12th St., Terre Haute, Ind. He
Joann Borgsmiller 1950, to Harry E. Strong, Jr., in Mur
physboro on June 16. Address: 405 S. 23rd St., Murphysboro. the year before. She plans to
has been alerted for recall to the
Joyce E. Brown, 1950, to William Albers, E 1949, in Granite teach after they can kick off
Navy.
Until
City
on June 24. At home: 2905 Madison Avenue, Granite City. their "vagabond shoes."
Mrs. Kermit J. Jeffers (Mildred
that time they wish to have their
Bonnie Nell Coggan, senior, to Malcom L. Milliner, 1950,
M. Brown, E 1944) is a housewife
Sailor Springs on July 2. At home: 4443 W. Pine blvd., St. mail sent to his father's home at
and lives at 1607 Missouri Ave.,
Louis, Mo.
119 N. Elm, Flora.
E. St. Louis. Her husband, Ker
Helen Marie Dick, E 1950, to Rex Wilcox, E 1949, in Herrin
Dr. Homer Harvey Hanson, A
mit J., M 1949, is a teacher in
on June 1917. At home: May wood.
& S 1946, is interning at St. Loute
Mona Lou Fagan, E 1950, to J. Bryden Plater in Springfield City hospital. He graduated from
E. St. Louis. They have a daugh
on June 15. At home: Rolla, Mo.
I ter.
Mary Fearnside, A & S 1950, to James Edward Oliver, A & S the U. of I. medical school in
Mrs. Bette Eckert Meyer, E 1949, in Mt. Carmel on June 18. At home: 333 S. Grant, West June.
1944, is kept busy caring for her
Mrs. Margaret Kathryn Hen
LaFayette, Ind.
two small sons, the last one was
Loderna Ferrell, E 1950 to Ben F. Sisk, Jr., in Harrisburg derson, A & S 1946, is living at
born in July. Her husband, Rob
on July 22. At home: Liberty.
606 W. Elm, Urbana.
James R. Fornear, 1950, to Marietta Brayfield in Piggott,
ert W., E 1942, teaches account
Wliliam C. Hodge, E 1946, is
ing at Ohio Wesleyan university. Ark., on June 11. At home: Sesser.
a graduate student in art. He and
Frank
"Pud"
Gladson,
1950,
to
Mary
Ann
McElroy
in
Pinck
Their address is 24 Forest Ave.,
Mrs. Hodge (Margaret McCoid,
neyville on July 22. At home: 208 Ellis, Peoria.
Delaware, Ohio.
Dean Kessler, E 1950, to Marie Groth in Freeburg on July E 1943) have two children. They
live at 123 Stadium Park, Iowa
Mrs. David D. Pittman (Grace
10. At home: Gilmam.
May Krappe, E 1944) is teaching
Joan Kimber, 1950, to Quentin Bradley/ A & S 1948, in Car City, Iowa.
Mrs. Arthur E. Mannering
in the Vergennes high school and
bondale on August 19. Address: 700 W. Elm.
Barbara Lewis, 1950, to Arthur Azar, V & P 1950, in West (Dorothy Fogler, E 1946) is home
living at 513 W. Grand, Carbon
Frankfort. 500 South Adams St., Johnston City.
economics instructor at the Equal
dale. David is a student at
Mildred Lee Martindale, E 1950, to Thomas Berger, senior, in ity high school. Her husband is
Southern. They have a daughter.
Huntington, W. Va., on August 13. At home: Chautauqua also on the high school faculty
Mrs. J. C. Robinson (Virginia
Housing Project, Carbondale.
there.
Sanders, E 1944) is teaching Eng
Oma Lee McClerrin, E 1950, to David W. Lewis in West
Jamie Lee McGee, E 1946, is
lish in the McCray Dewey high
Frankfort on July 30. At home: Harrisburg.
Paul Dewey McCune, 1950, to Ruth Forsting in Alton on June teaching in the Kinmundy high
school. She has one child. Her
school. His wife is the former
16. Address: 117 St. Louis Ave., East Alton.
address is Box 492, Troy.
Betty McKeown, E 1950, to Melvin Wittenborn, 1950, in Anna Elsie Tockstein.
Amy K. Rollo, E 1949 is a firsl
Lebern N. Miller, E 1946, M
on July 28. At home: Anna.
grade teacher in the Herrin pub
Joseph A. Niemann, A & S 1950, to Mary Margaret Schmitz 1949, is a critic and education
lic schools.
in Carlyle on July 4. At home: 413 W. Jackson, Carbondale. instructor on the faculty of State
Helen Schafer, E 1944, is a pri
Patricia Steingruby, E 1950, to Gaillard Duane Krewer, 1948, Teachers College, River Falls,
in Valmeyer on June 17. Address: Valmeyer.
mary teacher in the Murphys
Charles Warnecke, 1950, to Jacqueline Immethun in Breese Wise. His permanent home ad
boro city schools. Her address
dress is 1212 Anna St., Benton.
on July 15. At home: Breese.
is R. 4, Box 113.
Mrs. Wilbert Morgan (Allene
Virginia Schulte, E 1944, is
Piercy, 1946) is a substitute teach
teaching in Lebanon. She is liv
er in Mercer county, N. J. She
ing in Trenton.
Hicks, 1945) is teaching in Til the University of Minnesota formerly taught in Champaign.
where
he
is
completing
his
Mrs. James A. Stankwytch (E. den. The Grabes and their three
She is living in Federal City,
Janet Zimmerman, E 1944) is an children live in Kaskaskia, 111., thesis for the Ph. D. He and Pennington, N. J
accountant for the Atomic Ener but their address is P. O., St. Betty Luther Brazier, 1946, are
Mrs. Robert R. Morgan (Ber
living at 2095 AFU Grove E., St.
gy Commission. She is living Mary's, Mo.
nice Borgsmiller, 1946) is a house
Paul,
Minn.
They
have
two
chil
at 317 W. Outer Dr., Oak Ridge,
Edward L. Hoffman, A & S
wife and she resides at 2013
Tenn.
1945, has been appointed instruc dren.
Spruce, Murphysboro. She has
Alice V. Buehler, E 1946, is
Jean Vftupel, E 1944, is secre tor in religion and philosophy at
one child.
tary to the director of teacher McKendree College at Lebanon. teaching in the Belleville grade
George Clay Ragland, E 1946,
school.
Site
has
taught
for
the
training at S. I. U. She is work He is also serving as coordinator
head of the mathematics depart
ing toward a master's degree. of student religious organizations past 20 years in Illinois grade ment at the Du Quoin township
on the campus. He recevied the schools.
Her address is 513 Ash.
high school, received his M. S.
Mrs. James B. Cotter (Mary C. degree from the U. of I. this sum
Bernard M. Williams, E 1944, B. D. degree in 1948 from Drew
is on the faculty of Hannibal Theological Seminary, Madison, Ehresniann, E 1946) is a medical mer.
LaGrange College. He is mar N. J. His wife is the former social worker at Barnes hospital
Mrs. Wilbert Ratermann (Ruth
in St. Louis, Mo. James, 1946, Arvada Jackson, E 1946) lives in
ried to the former Mary Eliza Vivian Ozment, 1945.
Elijah Langford, E 1945, and received his bachelor's degree in Breese at 150 N. Third St. Prior
beth Martin, E 1946, and they
engineering
at to her marriage two years ago,
have two sons, the second son Ruth Allen Langford, E 1940, now architectural
born in July. They are living in reside at 2401 St. Louis ave., E. Washington university last June. she worked for the U. of I. ag
College Heights, Hannibal, Mo. St. Louis. He is math instructor They are now living at 5111 En riculture and home economics
Mrs. Thomas H. Appert (Mar and baseball coach at the Lin right.
extension service.
jorie Dawe, E 1945) is living at coln high school there. He re
Robert E. Crombar, E 1946, is
Mrs. Mary Lou Rodgers, 1946,
633 Doris Place, Ridgewood, N. ceived an M. S. degree from the principal of the Logan school in a widow, is now living in Omaha.
J. Her husband was an aviation U. of I. in 1948.
Murphysboro. He is married
G.
Roesener, 1946, is a Lu
cadet on the campus during the
Evelyn Rex, E 1945, is doing and has adopted two children. theran minister. He is married
summer of 1943. They have a graduate work at Northwestern They live at 1519 Pine St.
and lives at 105 S. Second St.,
son, ZVtt
university during the summers,
Mrs. Ross Fletcher
(June St. Genevieve, Mo.
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Mrs. Philip H. Schafer (Laura
Strauss, 1946) is a widow. She
has two children. Her address
is 216 McKinley ave., Edwards
ville.
Mrs. Bruce Scott (Barbara
Rolls, 1946) moved to California
four years ago. She and her hus
band have bought a home in
Fresno where they will be glad
to welcome old friends. The
Scotts have a son, 11 months.
Their Fresno address is 4148
Alta ave.
Don Sheffer, E 1946, is head
basketball and assistant football
coach at Princeton high school.
Sheffer previously coached at
Piano and Zeigler. 'His wife is
the former Aline Kauzlarich, E
1947.
Nina Louise Theiss, E 1946, M
1950, is teaching English in the
high school at Merriam, Kans. She
is living in Kansas City, Mo., at
33rd and Blue Ridge.
Everett Denton Todd, E 1946,
is coach and* general science
teacher in Vergennes. He is mar
ried to Alma Farrar, E 1946, and
their address is ^>09 N. Allyn,
Carbondale.
Mrs. Jack K. Trotter (Margar
et E. Craig, 1946) has a twoyear
old daughter and lives in Toledo.
Jack K., 1942, graduated from
Missouri School of Mines and is
now county superintendent of
highways in Cumberland county.
Gerald E. Webb, A & S 1946,
E 1947, and Olive Walker Webb,
1941, left the campus in August
to enroll at the U. of I. Jerry ^
has been a faculty assistant in
the zoology department and Olive
has been a faculty assistant in the
President's office during the past
year.
Guanaviere Wheeler, V & P
1946, is teaching in Coffeen. She
resides at Hettick.
John A. Algee, E 1947, is ath
letic director and physical edu
cation instructor in Madison. He
is married to Sadie J^lson, 1938,
and they have a daughter. Their
address in Madison is 165 Viola
Jones Homes.
Marion K. Blythe, V & P 1947,
is a vocational agriculture In
structor. He is married to Dor
othy Morris, 1949, and they have
a daughter, six months old. They
live in Cobden.
Mrs. Ben Elworth Bowman
(Mary E. Thompson, E 1947) is
living in Salem where her hus
ban is an undertaker, Her ad
dress is 306 S. Broadway. For
the past three years, Mary has
taught in Jacksonville.
Lt. Car. Charles Bradmore
Brouilette, E 1947, is on active
duty. His address is U. S. Naval
Forces, Germany, F. P. O. 913.
He is married and has two chil»
dren. His wife is the former
Annamae Fisher, 1940.
Howard Bundy, E 1947, is prin
cipal of the Franklin elementary
school in Centralia. He finished
the work for the M. S. degree at
the U. of I. in August, 1949. The~^
Bundys have a son, 5. They
live at 1018 E. Broadway.
Ural L. Campbell, E 1947, M
1948, is principal of the Zeig
ler junior high school. He is
married and lives at 201 Railroad.
Mrs. Ruth M. Litton Conant, E
1947, is teaching at the Butler
school in Springfield.
Mrs. Ruth E. Crowley, 1947,
lives near Kell where her hus
band farms. She also teaches the
second grade in the Raccoon Con
solidated school.
Delia Mae Dennis, E 1947, is
teaching in the fifth grade in
Cody, Wyoming. Her home ad
dress is Richview. 111.
Ernest B. Dunn, E 1947, is
coach at Gorham.
Russell Jay Elliott, E 1947, is an
instructor at New York univer
sity. He resides at 35 W. 11,
New York City, N. Y.
Mrs. Eva Coale Evans, 1947,
has been attending Southern in
termittently since 1913. She is
teaching in a rural school near
Harrisburg. Her address is 108
W. Baker, Harrisburg.
Mrs. Joyce M. Ferguson, 1947,
is teaching in Maryville. *
*
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Lauderdale, E 1948, is teaching
the Century Metalcraft Corp. He A TRUE SOUTHERN BELLE—
social studies in the Golconda
resides in Hamilton.
high school.
Her husband is
Mrs. Mike Akulow (Angelina George H. Otrich, E 1947, M
Thomas E., 1946.
Marie Ferrari, £ 1947) is living 1950, is coach at Anna junior
Charles McCann, 1948 is work
high school. He is married and
in Royalton
ing for the Cities Service Oil
Steve Gale, E 1947, is chairman has one child. His address is
company.
He is married to
of the industrial arts department 303 Douglas.
Shirley Ryan, 1948, and they have
Mary Ellen PangOnis, E 1947,
at. Lewis College, Lockport. He
one child. They live at 309 N.
received the master's degree from is a secretary in a law office and
Commercial, Benton.
the U. of I in 1949 and is work also a student at the University
ing on the Ph. D. at Bradley uni of Southern California law school.
Mrs. Harvel H. Peters (Ethel
versity. For the past three years, She lives at 39 E. 61st St., Los
Doelling, E 1948) is teaching in
he has been teaching industrial Angeles 3, Calif.
the elementary schools in Belle
Earl D. Patton, E 1947, is su
arts in Milford. He is married
ville. Her address is Trenton.
perintendent of the elementary
and has two children.
Leroy Pittman, E 1948, is min
ister of the First Methodist
Harry L. Garrett, A & S 1947, schools in Virginia. He is mar
church in Flat Rock. He receiv
is pastor of the First Baptist ried to Catherine Dent, 1949.
C. Raleigh Phillips, E 1947, M
ed the Bachelor of Divinity de
church in Fairfield. He is mar
gree from Asbury Theodogical
ried to Katherine Bush Garrett, 1948, is teaching in Shawnee
Seminary, Wilmore, Ky., last
1947, and they have a daughter. town. He is married and has
four children.
June. Mrs. Pittman is the former
Georgia Bena Gher, E 1947, is
Herchal J. Phillips E 1947, is
Vera Johnson, E 1947.
supervisor of music in Marion. teaching in the grade school in
Horton Edward Presley, A & S
Her home address is 602 N. Oak Tempe, ArLz. He is married and
1948, is pastor of the Atwood Bap
land, Carbondale.
has two sons. Their address is
tist church. He and Mrs. Lorena
Virginia L. Hailey, E 1947, is Rt. 2, Box 1108.
Presley, 1946, have two children.
teaching in the Chester high
Vera Johnson Pittman, E 1947,
Mrs. Roy Pribble (Mary Alice
school.
is a housewife and is living in
Summers, E 1948) is teaching in
Paul B. Hale, E 1947, is high Flat Rock. LeRoy, 1948, her hus
the high school at Alto Pass. Her
school principal in Bunker Hill. band, is a minister.
address is 402 S. Main, Anna.
He is married and has two chil
Mrs. Arthur H. Rueck (Viola
Jack Edward Reak, E 1948,
dren.
Rapp, 1947) is teaching in the
is teaching in Springfield. He has
Mrs. Kay Leona Smith Harrtfele second grade in Columbia. Her
finished one term at Peabody Col
ton, E 1947, is living in Alpha address is 212 Legion Ave. The
lege toward the doctor's degree
in a new home which she and Ruecks have one child.
in education. His home address
her husband built themselves.
Myrl Benton Rushing, 1947, a
is 1604 E. Oak St., West Frank
Her husband, John, is employed widow, is teaching in the first
fort.
by the John Deere company in and second grades in Pittsburgh.
Joy is the daughter of W. K.
Nedra Reames, E 1948, works
Little Miss Joy Rane Sisk,
E. Moline.
She has attended Southern in
age
3^,
poses
demurely
after
Sisk,
Jr.,
A
&
S
1949.
Tlie
an office for a drug and cosmet
in
Malcolm Conner Hamby, E 1947, termittently since 1920. She has
Sisks live at 129 S. Jefferson ics firm. She lives at 709 Hoff
serving as a flower girl in
is on temporary duty with the one child.
meister, Lemay 23, Mo.
a wedding in her father's
Davis Parkway.
Vaudra Mae Rushing, E 1947,
Air Force. His present address
church
in
New
Orleans,
La.
Helen Gynelle Robinson, E 1948,
is
a
church
secretary.
She
is
is 1436 Lake ave., St. Andrew,
was recently named county su
staying at 9th and Ohio, E. St.
Fla.
A & S 1947) have two children Louis. He is married and re perintendent of schools of Saline
Charles Hartman, 1947, and Louis.
Mrs. Nora McNabb Sanders, and are living at 424 E. Jackson sides at 4947 Genevieve, St. Louis. county. She has taught in the
Mrs. Hartman (Delta Kemper,
Mrs. Claude Van Blaricorn Trico community unit district and
1947) are living in Villa Ridge. 1947, has been attending South St.
Harold L. Ashby, 1948, has been (Maude M. Eller, E 1948) is teach for the past year was substitute
ern intermittently since 1925.
They have four children.
Orloff Howard Hicks, E 1947, M Her husband has been ill for near, promoted to the position of branch ing at a rural school in Massac teacher in Eldorado.
D. Gene Sanks, V & P 1948, is
1949, is principal and sixth grade ly three years and she has given manager of the Universal C. I. county. She and her husband
ar^ accountant for the Tennessee
teacher in Tilton school in Ro up teaching to take care of him. T. Credit Corp. office at Mt. live on R. 1, Grand Chain.
Joseph Calvin Evers, A & S Valley Authority. He is married
Florence C. Schaeffer, 1947, is Vernon. Ashby is married and
chelle, which he says has one of
1948, is pastor of the Mill Shoals and has a son, Val Gene. The
the most modern elementary assistant superintendent of schools lives at 1719 Broadway.
Homer H. Badgett, E 1948, is an Methodist church. He graduated Sanks live at Apt. 2, 514 Tre
school buildings in the state. He is in Washington county. Her ad
married to Mildred E. Hicks, 1941, dress is Court House, Nashville. electrical design engineer with from the Asbury Theological Sem. mont St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mrs. A. J. Shovanec (Kathleen
Ivan Edward Scherer, A & S Link Aviation, Inc., of Binghamp on May 28 of this year; was or
and they live at 727 N. 6th St.
Holland A. Hoehn, Jr., E 1947 1947, is a process engineer in ton, N. Y. He is married and dained Deacon and made full Dudenbostel, E 1938) is a physical
is a shop instructor in the E. St. Cambria. He is married and has resides at 12 Summer St., Bing member of Sou. 111. Conference therapist in the veterans hospitai
hampton.
of the Methodist church. He is in Hines. She taught in the
Louis public schools. He com three children.
Mrs. Howard Burgard, Laura married to the former Anna Lee high schools at Nashville and
Mrs. Everett Schlemmer (Ura
pleted the work for a master's
degree this summer at Stout In Floarke, 1947) is teaching in the B. Baker, E 1948, is a home Armstrong, and resides in Mill Roxana before taking a physical
therapy course at the University
stitute, Menomonie, Wise. He is Harrisonville grade school and making teacher at the high school Shoals.
Mrs. Samuel E. Finch (Freda of Iowa. She lives in Cicero at
married to Norma Jo Simpson, is county youth assistant in Mon in Freeburg.
Dorris Jean Bantel, E 1948, is C. Burroughs, 1948) has complet 2304 S. Austin blvd.
1939:, and they have two daugh roe county. Her home is in Val
teaching P. E. and home ec. at ed her third year of teaching
Mrs. Walter J. Schneider (Lor
ters. Their address is 8703 Belle meyer.
Mrs. Donald F. Steuerwald the Litchfield Jr. High. Her at the Southside school in Gray etta Crider, E 1948) is a house
view ave., E. St. Louis. •
ville. She and Mr. Finch were wife and lives at Southern Acres
Herman Leroy Kirkpatrick, E (Norma Lee Heien, E 1947) is address is 1115 N. Jackson.
Delbert L Barnett, 1948, is married on February 15, of this housing project, Carterville. Wal
1947, is working on a master's teaching English in the Pinck
degree at Southern and is also neyville high school. Donald is living on a farm on Route 5, Ma year. He is an industrial arts ter, E 1950, is working on a
continuing as socialstudies teach a student here at Southern. rion. He is married and has one teacher at the high school. Their master's degree at Southern.
They have one child.
address is, Box 81, Grayville.
er and dean of boys at Fairfield. Their address is 408 E. Water, child.
William G. Benninger, E 1948,
Albert Jene Shafter, A & S
Lois Jean Garner, E 1948, is
He is married and has a daugh Pinckneyville.
E. Harry Vaught, Jr., E 1947, is teaching in the commerce dept. teaching the third grade at St. 1948, M 1949, is an instructor in
ter. His address is 307 S. W.
is a vocational agricultural in at Pana high school. He taught Elmo. Her address is, 421 W. 4th. the department of economics anci
11th St., Fairfield.
Mrs. Edna Goff, 1948, is a pri sociology at Iowa State College.
Mrs. Stanley Herst, (Thelma structor. He is married to Darcy at Brown's Business college at
Kremmel, E 1947) is a housewife, E. Ackerman, E 1945, and they Springfield during the summer. mary teacher in the public schools He and Mrs. Shafter, Lynettc
Carl Bradshaw, 1948, is art oil of Red Bud. She is a widow.
Peek, 1946, are expecting their
have two children, David, 2%, and
and is living in Columbia.
Robert George Harmon, 1948, second child this month. They
Mrs. Anita P. Land, 1947, is Donna, 1. They live in Burnt jobber for Cities Service of Gray
ville. He is married and his is a laboratory technician at the have a son, Jimmy, 3. They live
teaching in the Washington grade Prairie.
Macon county hospital. His wife, at 969 Pammel in Ame9.
Mrs. Orval H. York (Frances address is Box 462.
school in Carmi. Her husband,
Mrs. Banta Bundy (Mary Alice Billie Rose Schwegman, E 1949,
Ora L. Telford, E 1948, is teach
Theodore, is in the auto repair M. Robinson, E 1947) is a pri
business. The Lands have a son. mary teacher in the Denver, Colo., Hargrave, 1948) has been teach is teaching in the kindergarten ing veterans agriculture at the
Mrs. Julia Mae tinder, 1947, public schools. The Yorks have ing in the grade school at Gala at Decatur. They reside at 942 Tamaroa high cshool.
Harry C. Walker, M 1948, is
is teaching English and physical two children and live at 2038 Ivy tia. Mr. Bundy is attending South W. William, Decatur.
ern. Their address is 706 S.
Roy J. Harris, E 1948, is em principal of the high school in
Mucation in St. Francisville. Her St.
ployed in the office of State Equality. He is married and has
Charles Barnard Ablett, V & P Illinois, Carbondale.
husband is the Rev. R. W. Linder
Mrs. Verle Carrell (Lora June Treasurer, and is a student at a son, 6.
1948, M. 1949, is assistant pro
They have two children.
Mrs. Jack Watson (Mary M.
Laline Lawis Lord, E 1947, M fessor of math and physics at Leb Smith, E 1948), is teaching at the Lincoln College of Law. Mrs.
1950, is home economics instruc anon Valley College, Annville, Manito. Her husband, Verla, E Harris is Mary Lou McNeill, E Cleland, 1948) has taught for
1944.
seven years, but is just a house
tor at the Johnston City township Pa. Professor Ablett served with 1949, is teaching also.
Betty Louise Hawkins, E 1948, wife this year. Her husband is
Grace Cleland, 1948, is attend
high school. Her address is 1200 the U. S. Army Signal Corps from
194246 and now holds a commis ing Washington University school is a teacher in the third grade at a livestock dealer and works in
Monroe.
Blanche M. Lucas, E 1947, is sion at 1st Lieutenant in the Or of nursing. Her address is 416 Decatur. Her address is 969 N. and around Sparta where they
lives.
Main, Decatur.
teaching in Marion township high ganized Reserve Corps. The Ab S. Ki'ngshighway, St. Louis.
Robert Lee Wells, E 1948, is
Jack Hayse, E 1948, is the grade
Kenneth Cole, 1948, has re
school. Her home address is 404 lets have two children, Chaxles
signed his position as White Coun school coach at Gibson City, and coach and social studies instructTimothy, 5, and Susan Lee, 3.
N. Horn St., West Frankfort.
Mrs. Eugene Aikman, (Nina ty Sheriff to become a captain is working on his Master's de or at Hurst.
Jean McCormick, 1947, is work
Mary Lucinda Whiteside, E
gree at the U. of Illinois. Mrs.
ing in Brentwood, Mo., however, Crawford E 1948), is teaching in of the Illinois state police. •
Clarence E. Cox, E 1948, is an Hayse, Martha McAfoos, E 1946, 1948, is teaching home economics
he is living in Nashville. Mrs. the home economics department
McCormick is the former Sybil at Greenville high school. She agriculture teacher at Cavein is a home economics teacher in Marissa.
Frederick L. Williams, 1948, is
Hale, 1950. The McCormicks and her husband, Eugene, V & P Rock. He is married and has at the high school. They reside
a butcher for the Fayette Frozen
at 520 N. Lott blvd.
1949, are living at 6 Forrest Lane. one child.
have one child.
Bill D. Hudgens, A & S 1948, Foods Co. He lives at 621 W.
Mrs. Earl Cox (Georgia Cox,
Robert John Atthoff, E 1948,
Herman Emanuel Mines, E 1947,
is .teaching in the Metropolis is the vocational ag. teacher at 1948) has completed her 27th is attending Washington Uni Fletcher, Vandalia.
Mrs. Claude Williams Lucille
high school. He is married and Valmeyer high school. He and year of teaching. She is living versity School of Law. Mrs. Hud
gens is the former Bettie. J. Walk Parrish, E 1948) has been teach
had one child. His home address Mrs. Althoff, Joyce Pope, 1947, at Ozark.
Jack Robert Creek, 1948, is a er, 1948. Their mailing address ing the first grade in Clewiston,
have 2 children, both girls.
is 510 N. St. Louis St., Sparta.
Florida. She has two children.
Mrs. Walter Allen, Russell G. Pfc. in the Air Force. His home is 606 W. Main, Carbondale.
Paul Robert Moore, E 1947, is
Clifford G. Kahre, 1948, is prin Claude, is a student at Southern
an industrial arts teacher at Clark Duncan, E 1948), is an elementary address is 200 S. 9th, Herrin,
Kifton K. Dillow, E, A & S 1948, cipal of North Wamac school in now. They are residing in Car
junior high school in E. St. Louis. teacher at the Douglas school in
Mrs. Moore (Mary E. Mattingly) Marion. She has two children, is the director of the Duncan Y. Centralia. His address is 1303 bondale.
Mrs. Richard D. Williamson
spends her time caring for their and resides at 809 S. Liberty, M. C. A, in Chicago. He and Case St.
his ^ife, Catherine Bell, 1948,
Naomi A. Kuehner, E 1948, is (Dolores E. Quigley, E 1948) is
small son, Larry Kent. They Marion.
Charles Verdell Anderson, E reside at 1515 W. Monroe, Chi music supervisor in the Fairfield teaching in the high school in Elk
live at 673 N. 32nd St.
public schools. Her address is ville. Richard, 1946, was gradu
Roger B. Ohms, 1947, is mar 1948, is teaching in the grade cago.
Wayne Dye, 1948, is a postal 302 E. Douglas.
ated from the U. of I. They are
ried and has three children. He school at Hopkins Park. He and
Mrs. Bettye June Lockman living in Elkville.
^U « junior sales manager for Mrs/Anderson (Annie Mae Rush, clerk at the main office in St
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Carolyn Raymond, 1949, is
working as a secretary to the
manager of the credit department
at The Spiegel Co. on N. Kings
highway in St. Louis, Mo. She
is living at 5210 Washington.
Joan Grey, 1949, also lives with
her.
Mrs. Rachel Clymore Read, E
1949, is teaching in the Danville
junior high school. She is also
doing graduate work in zoology at
the U. of I. Her address is 822
Hazel St., Danville.
Joseph Rezetka, E 1949, M 1950,
is teaching in the Harrin Town
ship high school. He is married
and has one child.
Theodore L. Sanders, E 1949, is
math instructor in the junior high
school at Sterling. He is mar
ried to Claire Hunt, 1942, and they
have two children. They are
living at 404 E. 4th St.
CHARLES CHANDLER
Mrs. Julian H. Schone (Lola
Madge Crum, E 1949) is a clerk
ROBERT CURTIS
typist. Her address is 1409 E. faculty in Highland.
Gene Dixon Allsup, 1950, is
Pontiac, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Robert R. Curtis, E 1948, M
Ross Leon Sitter, E 1949, is teaching sixth grade in the Hurst
1950, is on the Decatur high
coach and physical education in Bush elementary school. He is
school staff. He and Jane DeLap
structor
in the Cobden high school. living in Hurst.
Curtis, E 1949, are expecting
Gerald B. Archer, E 1950, is
Mrs. Sitter is the former Patricia
their first child this month.
coach and instructor on the
Parks, E 1949.
John Robert Armstrong, E 1949,
Bertie M. Smith, E 1949, is en Thompsonville Community high
M 1950, is teaching bookkeeping
rolled in the Baptist Seminary in school staff. Mrs. Archer is the
and social sciences at the Car
Louisville, Ky. He is married to former Marion E. Lamb, 1947.
thage Community high school.
Eva
R. Smith, 1946, and they have The Archers have one child and
His wife is the former Betty
live at 1404% East Oak.
one child.
Rains, 1950.
Donald Leverne Balsover, A &
J.
Spencer
Smith,
V
&
P
1949,
is
Jack E. Barth, A & S 1949, M
S 1950, is living in Springerton. .
stores
accounting
supervisor
for
1950, is chief clerk in the U. of I.
Vincent A. Banks, E 1950, is
the Kroger Co. He is married.
dean of men's office. Barth is
He was recently ti'ansferred from living in Sedalia, Mo., at 306 W.
now doing graduate work in po
Memphis, Tenn., to Carbondale. Morgan.
litical science and economics to
William E. Batts, E 1950, is
His
address here is 320 W. Wal
wards a Ph. D. He is married
teaching in Herrin. He is married
nut St.
to the former Kay Mosely of
Mrs. Merwin D. Smith (Maxine and lives at 73 Orchard Drive.
Carbondale, and they have a son.
Dempster,
1949) is third grade Leona Carolyn Becker, E 1950.
George Edward Bauer, E 1949,
teacher in the Gorham public is teaching in the Johnston City
is the athletic director at Zeig
elementary schools. Her home
schools.
ler." His home is at 601 Pine.
address is 701 Follis Ave.
Ruth
Marie
Sohn,
E
1949,
is
Ruth Beach, E 1949, is staying
Harold Grange Bell, 1950, is
fourth grade teacher at Franklin
at 510 S. 1st, Champaign. She
school in Farmer City. During coach and teacher in the Odin
is working toward a master's
the past summer, she was youth public schools.
degree in speech.
advisor for Clinton county with
Lyle Melton Beltz, E 1950, is
Lit. Edward E. Betts, 1949, and
heaquarters in Carlyle. Her home teaching in the Marion high
Mrs. Betts (Mary Miles, E 1947)
is in Carlyle.
school. His address is 1202 Mid
are now stationed in Linz, Austria.
Gerald Spencer, 1949, is pastor way Court. He is married and
They have a baby girl, Mary
of the Nine Mile Baptist church. has two children.
Jane, who was born last Febru
His wife, Virinda Arbogast, E
ary. Their address is "A" Co.
Wanda M. Bennett, E 1950, is
1949, is teaching in Coulterville. home economics instructor on
4th Recon. Btn., A. P. O. 174,
They have a daughter, Shirley, the Columbia high school staff.
% Postmaster, New York City,
six months. Their address is R. Her address is 603 W. Main.
N. Y. Ed's serial number is
R. 2, Tamaroa.
Denzel Earl Berry, E 1950, is
02208584.
Robert D. Steile, V & P 1949, principal of the Kampsville high
Mrs. Mildred Mae Burlison
is sales representative for a range school.
Neal, E 1949, is teaching English
company. His territory includes
Marjorie E. Best, E 1950, is a
and math in the Zeigler high
Southern Illinois and Kentucky. student at Southwestern Theolog
school. She and her husband,
He and Beryl D., 1946, have two ical Seminary, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Leslie E., 1946, are living at
sons. They are living in Mt. Her home address is RFD 3, Car
401% Linden St.
Vernon at 403 N. 16th.
linville.
Mary Ruth Coffman, E 1949,
Ivan B. Swan, E 1949, is math
Betty Ann Biehl, E 1950, is
has been named an "L. A.3" of
instructor in the Astoria Com teaching home economics in the
the Methodist church for three
munity high school.
Zion Benton Township
high
years of Christian service in Latin
Walter Dean Taylor, E 1949, school. Her address is 301 North
America. She has been assigned
M 1950, is teaching in the Alton Madison, Benton.
to education work at Colegic
public schools.
Wilma Billington, E 1950, is
Americano in Porto Alegre, Rio
Robert D. Walker, 1949, is girls' physicial education instruc
Grande do Sul, Brazil. She was
teaching agriculture in Thomp tor in Franklin Park high school.
one of 91 young men and women
sonville. He was graduated from She is staying at 506 S, Euclid.
who completed the orientation
the U. of I. in August. He is Villa Park.
course this summer at Hartford,
married to Helen Fildes, E 1949,
Barbara Lee Blackford, E 1950
Conn. They spent six weeks in
and they have one child.
is teaching English on the sta% :
intensive study with outstanding
Charles A. Walters, E 1949, is of the Chandlerville Community
spiritual leaders and interpreters
teaching industrial arts and math Unit school.
of language and culture. Mary
in Greenup. He is married to
Jetta Ruth Lively Blair, E 1950
Ruth's home address is Norris
Joanne. Hunsaker, E 1949.
is teaching in the Alton Commun
City.
Jack W. West, A & S 1949, M ity consolidated school. She i
Dan Cox, E 1949, is principal
1950, holds a research fellow married to George W. Blair. He
of the Elizabethtown elementary
ship at Iowa Stat College, Ames, home address is Brighton.
school. He is married to Norma
Iowa, while working toward the
Annalee L. Bowers, E 1950, i
Drake, 1950, and they have one
Ph. D. His wife is the former teaching in the grade school i;
child.
RALPH OGLESBY
Ruth Bateman, 1940.
Robinson.
Daniel O. Cox, E 1949, is teach
Ralph Ogjesby, E 1949 is su
Maxine Wood, E 1949, is teach
Charles R. Boyer, E 1950, i.
ing industrial arts at Carterville.
perintendent of the Carrier Mills ing the third grade in the De •teaching in the fifth grade a'
His wife, Mary Margaret Ogden,
elementary school. Oglesby, an catur public school system. Her Nashville. His home address i
E 1941, is teaching commerce in
army veteran, taught chemistry home address is Keenes.
RR 2, Benton.
Vergennes.
Charles F. Woolard, E 1949, Robert E. Braden, 1950, is coach
at Shriveham American Univer
Marjorie Mae DeLap, E 1949,
JOSEPH HICKS
sity in Englands for nine months M 1950, is teaching in AnnaJones ing in the Ewing consolidate
M 1950, k, teaching in the fourth
after the war.
boro Community high school. He school. He is married to Norm:
grade in Robinson. Her address
Lt. Joseph E. Hicks, 1949, is Mrs. Robert L. Perkins Marian lives on Walnut street in Jones Stirneman, 1949.
is 205 S. Argus.
the first of Southern's men to be Jones, E 1949) is teaching at At boro.
Thelma J. Bradshaw, E 1950
Glendell L. Dunbar, E 1949, is reported missing in action in tucks grade school in Carbondale.
Charles S. "Chuck" Chandler, is teaching in the Decatur pub
a salesman and accountant in Korea. According to a message Her address is 316 E. Birch St. E 1949, M 1950, is working toward lic schools. She lives at 647 W
Carrier Mills. He is married.
received by his parents, he has
Delmer L. Porter, A & S 1949, the Ph. D. at Iowa State Univer Macon.
Mrs. Patricia F. Eadie, E 1949, been missing since July 29. Dur is a laboratory technician. Mrs. sity, Ames, la. He has an assist
Karl Dietrich Bramstedt, E
is vocal instructor in the As ing World War II he served Porter is the former Dolores antship and is in charge of in 1950, is teaching in the Crossvillo
sumption high school. Her hus with the First Marine division. He Damm, 1950. They are now liv dependent student activities. His junior high school. Mrs. Bram
band is Jack Eadie, 1949, a former completed premedical school at ing at 14913 9 Ave., Whitstone, graduate work is in the field of stedt is the former Christine Tur
basketball star.
Southern before enlisting in the New York.
sociology and psychology.
pin, 1950.,.
Robert East, A & S 1949, is Army last year. When reported
Charles Dewey Pruitt, A & S
i950's
Frank Brashier, E 1950, if
one of 25 outstanding young col missing, he was leader of a 1949, E 1950, is teaching general
Robert B. Abney, E 1950, is shipping coordinator for the A.
lege graduates to be selected to ground rifle platoon.
science in the high school in teaching in the junior high school S. Aloe Co. He is married to
participate in the Department
Dale Lee Houghland, E 1949, Rockford. Mrs. Pruitt (Melba in Harrisburg. He is married Grace M. Wegner, E 1946. Theii
of State intern program for the received a master's degree from White, E 1950) is teaching home and has three children. He lives current address is 227 S. 16th
coming year. Upon successful the University of North Carolina. ecnomics in the Junior high school at 1107 E. Sloan St.
St., Belleville.
Harold Russell Akers, A & S Clarence LaVern Breden, 1950.
completion of a nine months His home address is 416 W. Chau there. Their home address is Box
1950, is on the junior high school is a sales representative for the
period as an intern, he will re tauqua, Carbondale.
151, Norris City.
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John E. Hughes, E 1949, is a
salesman for Lehon company in
Chicago. He is married and has
one child. The Hughes have re
cently bought a new home at 12
North Norman Ave., Evansville.
Mrs. Bertie Lence Hunsaker,
E 1949, is teaching in the Mc
Clure grade school. She has been
attending Southern intermittently
for several years and is still
taking post graduate work.
Joan Hunsaker, E 1949, is teach
ing the thixd grade in the Fair
field public schools.
James Garner John, E 1949, M
1950, is coach and instructor in
the Keensburg high school. His
wife, Betty Wilson, E 1950, is
teaching in the Bellmont grade
school. They are living at 114
S. Chestnut, Mt. Carmel.
Mrs. Leonard Land (Maxine
Anita Russell, E 1949) is librarian
at the Public Library in Rock
Island. She is also working one
day a week in three school li
braries. Her address is General
Delivery, E. Moline.
Robert June Lee, M 1949, is
teaching in Sterling. His address
is 513 E. 7th St. The Lees have
two children.
Clyde H. Leilich, E 1949, is
teaching in the E. Carondelet
grade school.
Donald Clinton McQueen, ' E
1949, is teaching industrial arts in
Metropolis. He is married to
Betty Holliday, 1943, and they
have two children. They live at
206 W. 4th.
Lester McSparin, E 1949, is
teaching industrial education in
Modesto, Calif. He is staying at
Mc6 Veterans Court.
He is
married and has two children.
Florence J. Milan, 1949, recent
ly won the fourth honor award
ROBERT P. ENRIETTO
in her class at Missouri Baptist
Hospital School of Nursing in St.
Robert P. Enrietto, E 1949, M Louis. The award was based on
1950, is teaching industrial edu personality, classroom work and
cation in the high school at general nursing skill. A check
Woodrow, Colo. His wife Marjory
for $50 accompanied the award.
Morse, E 1947, is teaching com Her home is in Dongola.
merce in the same school. "Marge" Quentin D. Miskell, E 1949, is
has been serving as alumni re instructor of instrumental music
corder for the past three years. at Victor and Guernsey, Iowa.
She also taught for one year at He and Georgia Lee Walters Mis
the West Frankfort high school. kell, 1947, have a son. They live
Mrs. Eva Sanders Faull, E 1949, in Victor, Iowa.
is teaching in the second grade
Dorothy L. Mitchell, E 1949, is
in the Herrin public schools. She teaching physical education in
lives at 420 S. 13th.
Kemmerer, Wyoming.
Norman Keith Gettings, V & P
Andrew Nichols, E 1949, is
1949
is a trainee in the Ford coach and teacher in the Salem
field training program. He is grade school. He is married and
married and resides at 35547 Park has one child.
St., Wayne, Mich.
Daphne Elaine Goldsmith, E
1949 ,is teaching in E. St. Louis.
Her address is 6806 Audubon PI

, ceive an appointment in the U. S.
'Department of State. East's ap
pointment was made following
a nomination made by a commit
tee of faculty members and a
personal interview by represent
atives of the State Department.
During the war, he left Southern
and served for five years in the
Pacific as liaison pilot.
Fol
lowing the war he returned to
the campus and then interrupted
his stay here to study for a year
in Sweden as an exchange stu
dent. Since graduation he has
served as a faculty assistant in
the government depai ment.
Glenn Eaves, A & S 1949, is a
draftsman for the state of Illi
nois in the Department of Archi
tecture and Engineering. He is
married to Virginia Carnahan,
1947, and they have a daughter.
They live at 631% East Wash
ington St., Springfield.
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Carnation Co. His home address
is Grafton.
Melba Lenora Brown, E 1950,
is the second grade teacher in the
Lowell school in Wheaton. Her
address is 815 E. Indiana St.
William Robeft Brown, 1950, is
teaching in the grade school in
Dongola.
Jack L. Bullar, E 1950, is work
ing for Swift and Co. His ad
dress is Box 95, De Soto.
Glenn R. Byars, E"1950, is teach
ing shop and is serving as assist
ant coach in the Elkville high
school. He was recently mar
riea to Josephine Venegoni, E
1949, who is teaching homeraak
ing at Elkville.
Charle D. Butler, V & P 1950,
is a faculty assistant in the
President's Office here at South
ern. His wife, Dolores, attended
Southern last year. The Butlers
live at 815 S. Illinois Ave., Car
bondale.
Mrs. Leon Calhoun (Daisy
Palmer, E 1950) is an elemen
tary teacher in the public
schools in Orange, Texas. The
Calhouns live at 203 Farragut
in Orange. They have a daugh
ter, 18 months old.
,
Phillis Rae Canning, E 1950, is
continuing at Olney high school
as an English teacher. She fin
ished the spring term at Olney.
Her address is 312 N. Elliott.
George Arthur Carlson, 1950,
died in July after an illness of
several months. He became ill
early in May while attending
Southern, and was taken first to
the Carbondale hospital, then to
Litchfield and to his home in
Gillespie. A World War II vet
eran, he died in the Veterans hos
pital, Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
John Catlin, E 1950, is employed
with the T. B. Association. He
and the former Mary Farnces
Williamson, 1947, have a small
daughter. They live at 825 S.
State, Springfield.
Carter C. Caudle, E i^50, is
teaching English and history' in
Decatur.
J. B. Clarida, A & S 1950, is
living at 302 Perrine, Centralia.
Stephen W. Clark, E 1950, is
teaching in Marion. He is mar
ried and has two children. The
Clarks reside on E. Main St.
Wi'bur Harry Clendenin, V &
P 1950, is an aircraft mechanic
in St. Louis. His mailing address
is General Delivery, Bridgeton.
Bylla I. Cline, E 1950, is teach
ing the first grade in the Roxana
•public schools. Her home is 2313
Edwards St., Granite City.
Metella Bernice Cochran, E
1950, is teaching in Woodlawii.
Thurza Madge Collins, E 1950,
is teaching English and serving
as librarian in the Crossville high
school.
Jo Anne Connelly, E 1950, is a
junior librarian at the Indianap
olis Public Library. Her home
r address is 214 18th St., Cairo.
Betty Lou Conner, E 1950, is
teaching in her home town, Mul
keytown.
Phoebe Faye Cox, E 1950, is
teaching in the Mt. Pulaski
Township high school. Her ad
dress is 119 N. Marion.
Van Eugene Craig, E 1950, is
drafting instructor in the Johns
ton City high school. He is mar
ried and has one child. His ad
dress is 1406 Jefferson.
Helen B. Craine, E 1950, is
teaching in the high school in
Sullivan.
Mary Virginia Cralley, E 1950,
is on the teaching staff of the St.
Jacob high school.
George L. Criminger, E 1950,
whose home is 107 Greenway
Drive, Lyndon, Ky., reports that
he is 1A in the draft.
Mrs. Portia Weber Cross, E
1950, is teaching in the Lovejoy
elementary school. She and her
two children live at 333 N.
Delaware, Mounds.
Malcom Dagley, E 1950, is
principal of the Bellmont school.
Mrs. Dagley is the former Mary
Hughes, 1947.
Mont Davis, Jr., E 1950, is
•teaching at the Crab Orchard
Community high school. He is
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married and has one child. He
lives on Route 2, Creal Springs.
May Ann Deitz, E 1950, is
living in Belleville where she
teaches in the first grade at the
Washington School. Her address
is 702 E. McKinley. She has at
tended Southern intermittently
since 1924 and was a member
of the group who took a field
trip to Mexico this summer.
Lindell Eugene DeJarnett, A &
S 1950, is studying for a Master
of Sacred Music Degree at Bob
Jones university in Greenville,
S. C. He is planning to be mar
ried in December to Anna Mae
Wade of Metropolis. Lindell di
rected the music at the Marion
First Methodist church last year.
His home is in Metropolis.
Robert Edward Delaney, E 1950,
is teaching in the Marion city
schools. He is married and has
three children. They live at 1006
S. Duncan.
Weldon Dillow, A & S 1950,
is a gravity meter operator in
Shelbyville at present. He is
planning to enlist in the service
but until he has a new address
he would like to have his mail
sent to Dongola.
Joanna Mue Duncan, 1950, is
teaching in the Antioch school in
Pomona. Her address is Route
2, Carbondale.
Ella Eblin, E 1950, is teaching
in Allerton.
Loren M. Eddleman, E 1950, is
social studies teacher in Don
gola. He is married.
John D. Edwards, E 1950, is
teaching industrial education in
the Milford high school.
Mrs. Gale Calvert Emery, E
1950, is teaching commerce in
the HurstBush community high
school.
M. Elaine Endling, E 1950, is
teaching in Karnak.
Dolores Engel, 1950, is teaching
school. Her home is in Kinmun
dy.
Martina Ernsting, E 1950, is
the fourth grade teacher in the
Sparta Community consolidated
school. Her home is in Steele
ville.
Roy W. Evans, E 1950, is teach
ing in the Newton Community
high school. He is married.
Elberta Jean Ewbank, E 1950,
is an instructor in the Clay City
Community high school.
Bob Gene Farris, E 1950, is
basketball coach and physical
education instruction in the Hurst
Bush grade school. His home
is 908 Jefferson St., Johnston
City. He is married and has one
child.
Mrs. Flora Harrelson Foltz, E
1950, is a graduate assistant at
Southern. George R., her hus
band, is a student. Their address
is Apt. 21B, Chautauqua Hous
ing Project, Carbondale.
Lois Lucille Foltz, E 1950, is
teaching English and is librarian
in the high school at Farina.
Charles Clifton Francis, A &
S 1950, is married and has a
small daughter. He lives on N.
Ruby Lane, R. 1, Caseyville.

teaching in the Brownstown high She stays at 908 W. Main, Car.
school.
bondale.
Carl E. House, E 1950, is teach
Odis Wayne Fulton, E 1950,
is teaching in the Pinckneyville ing in Karnak. He is married.
junior high school. He is living
Agnes Hoyle, E 1950, is teach
at 314 E. Laurel St.
ing in the grade school in Fergu
Robert C. Fuson, Jr., A & S son, Mo. Her address is 350
1950, is a seminary student. He St. Louis Ave.
is married and has two children.
Mrs. Bettie Lence Hunsaker,
They are staying at Seminary E 1950, is doing postgraduate
Hill, Ft. Worth, Texas.
work at Southern and teaching
Harvey F. Gardner, A & S 1950, girls' physical education at Mc
is doing graduate work here on Clure high school in Consolidated
the campus. His wife, Margaret District 84, Wolf Lake.
S., is also attending school. Their
James William Jackson, V & P
Carbondale address is 304 E. 1950, is a faculty assistant at
Grand.
Southern. He is married and has
Norris Lee Garner, E 1950, is two children. He is staying at
teaching in the elementary school the Chautauqua Housing Proj
in Harrisburg. He is married ect in Apt. 31B.
W. Eschol Jackson, 1950, is
and has one child. They live at
principal of the Tower Hill con
11 East Maple St.
Thomas M, Gher, E 1950, is solidated schools. He is married.
Marion E. Johnson, E 1950, is
M. L. MOAKE
coach in the Goreville high
teaching education in Crossville.
school.
Marion L. Moake, E 1950, is
Mrs. Augusta Summer Johns
Dolan W. Ginger, A & S 1950,
community recreation director in
is a reporter for the Herrin ton, E 1950, a widow, is teaching
Journal. He resides at 210 E. in the Carbondale public school Fairfield. His wife is the former
system.
Her daughter, Mary Dora Jane Allen, 1944; they have
Elm, West Frankfort.
Antoine Stephen Godar, E Anita, E 1950, is English teacher one child. Marion's permanent
1950, is eighth grade instructor and librarian at Grayville. Mrs. address is 1007 W. Goodall, Ma
in the public schools in Grafton. Johnson lives at 816 W. Walnut, rion.
He is married to Irene Dokin, Carbondale.
Maxine V. Kaelin, E 1950, is Southern Alumnus.
1946.
John A. Ledbetter, E 1950, is an
Jeanne Gorden, E 1950, is a teaching the sixth, seventh and
are instructor in the Marion jun
student at the University of Illi eighth grades at Orland Park.
Carol P. Kelly, E 1950, is liv ior high school. He is married
nois. Her address is 707 S. Greg
ing at 2022 Hortense, Murphys and has one child. Their address
ory Place, Urbana.
is 1610 W. Chestnut.
William L. Green, 1950, is in boro.
William Franklin Ledbetter, E
Mrs. Bessie S. Kerley, E 1950,
structor of instrumental music
in the Fairfield grade and junior is beginnnig her fourth year as 1950, is director of instrumental
high school. He and Betty Klein second grade teacher in the music at the high school in Madi
son.
mann, junior from Granite City, Harrisburg City schools.
Clara Mae Lewis, E 1950, is
Mrs. Doris Hamann Kern, E
are planning an early spring wed
1950, is teaching in the Urbana teaching in the second grade at
ding.
Milton Kinney Grooms," Jr., 'E public schools. Her husband, Farmer City.
Mrs. David W. Lewis (Oma Lee
1950, is an insurance broker. His Robert, 1950, is attending the U.
wife is Mary E., 1950. They live of I. Their address is 1001 W. McClerren, E 1950) is commerce
instructor in the Galatia high
at 1714 North St., Mt. Vernon. 111., Urbana.
Dean Weber Kessler, E 1950, is school. Her address is R. R. No.
Frank F. Groves, E, A & S 1950,
is teaching music at the high teaching in the Gilman high 1, Harrisburg.
school in Christopher. Frank and school.
Hazel Ruth Litt?ll, E 1950, is
Maurice Dale Kidd, A & S teaching Euglish in Marissa.
Phyllis Groves, 1949, are living
1950, is an agent for Equitable
at 706 N. Emma> Christopher.
Hubert Joseph Lfrftus, A & S
Thomas Joseph Gunhouse, A & Life Insurance. He is married 1950, has a graduate assistant
S 1950, is a salesman and is liv to the former Patricia Barfield, ship in the government depart
ing at 240 Front St., Mokena. E 1945. They live in Metropolis. ment at S. I. U.
Billie Eleanor King, E 1950,
William Paul Gurley, E 1950,
Jack W. Long, E 1950, out
is an instructor of instrumental is teaching the fifth grade in standing basketball center, is
music at the Rock junior high the Washington school in Deca coach at Grand Tower. He also
school in E. St. Louis. He is tur. She stays at 647 W. Macon. teaches math and physical edu
Robert Dale Kissick, E 1950,
married and has one child. His
is coach in the Roxana junior cation.
address is 5428 Avon Place.
Jim Lovin, E 1950, is assistant
David Wayne Guy, E 1950, is high school. He is married to
principal of the grade school at the former Joy Levin, £ 1949. football coach at Marion. Lovin
had one of the most outstanding
They live at 142 W. Tydeman.
Vergennes.
Shirley Jean Koesterer, E 1950, records ever r%ade at Southern.
Mrs. Verla Baird Gwaltney, E
1950, is teaching the third grade is teaching physical education in He was named most valuable
in the Lincoln school in Eldo the Pinckn&yville Community player for three years, and I. I.
A. C. allconference first team
high school.
rado.
Joyce Love Knight, E 1950, is lineman four times. He captain
Joseph Lud Hanson, E 1950,
is teaching commerce in the teaching the second grade in the ed the Maroons last year.
Horace Mann school in Alton. Donald G. Lucy, E 1950, is par
Pinckneyville high school.
Kenneth Gustave **ardway, E Her address is 1518 Worden ave. ticipating in the University in
M. W. Rosie Knight, E 1950, ternship program and is teach
1950, is English instructor and
play director in the Elkville high will teach beginners in the Rio ing in the grade school at Sparta
school. He is married to Anita Hondo public schools, Rio Hondo, parttime and carrying course
Mae Hardway, 1945, and they Texas. Her address is Box 364. work at night and oh Saturday.
Dorothy Kunz, E 1950, is a His wife is Pearl L. Campbell
have one child.
Vernon Dale Hedges, E 1950, homemaking teacher in Assump Lucy, 1950. She was formerly
is industrial arts instructor in tion. Her address is 229 W. Mad employed in the Alumni Services.
The Lucys are living in Sparta.
Ewing. His wife is the former ison, Vandalia.
William Robert Lawrence, A
Kathryn Burns, 1946.
Dorothy Eileen Luke, 1950, is
W. Neil Hediger, V & P 1950, & S 1950, is enrolled in Medical teaching in the kindergarten in
is an engineering draftsman for School at the University of Illi Lebanon. Her address is 421 W.
the Caterpillar Company in Pe nois. His home is in Tunnel Hill. Schuetz.
oria. He is living at 800 Bigelow.
Louise Lux, 1950, is teaching
Dorothy Lou Helmer, A & S
home economics in Armington.
1950, is now working in New
John H. Manken, E 1950, is
York City and plans to study
math and geography instructor
dramatics. Her address is 605
in the Naylor high school, Nay
W. 112th St., New York City,
lor, Mo. He is married and has
N. Y.
two children. Their address is
Wilbur Marion Hemmer, V &
Box 72.
P 1950, is a draftsman. He stays
Leta Maxine Mann, E 1950, is
at 786 State St., Chester.
teaching in the first grade in
Ivanell Henderson, 1950, is
Edwardsville.
teaching elementary music. He
Mary Esther Marlman, E 1950,
lives at 411 N. Horn St., W. Frank
is teaching physical education in
fort.
Metcalf.
Ralph E. Henderson, V & P
1950, is a bookkeeper and account
Charles F. Martin, Jr., E 1950,
ant for D. L. Woods and Sons in
is a building trades instructor
Benton. His home is 115 Ohio
in W. Frankfort. His address
St., Zeigler.
is 910 W. Poplar St. Martin
Laurel Michael Henley, A & S
is married and has two children.
1950, is assistant chemist for
Errah C. Martin, E 1950, is a
the State Water Survey. He re
third grade teacher in the Alton
sides at 214 S. Stoughton, Cham
public schools. She lives at 2110
paign.
ROBERT FRIEDMAN
State St.
. Mrs. Claude B. Hiser (Juanita
MARY LOU LEATHERS
Jack Kinrade Mawdsley, E
Robert R. Friedman, A & S Fox, 1950) is teaching in the
Mary Lou Leathers, E 1950, 1950, plans to continue as coach
1950, is a salesman for a wholesale Harrison grade school in Jackson is English and speech teacher in
at the Granite City junior high
drug company and is now work county. She lives at 913 Illinois Cissna Park. During her senior
school until he leaves for the Air
ing out of Chattnooga, Tenn. His ave., Murphysboro.
year, Mary Lou worked as a re Force in January. He has orders
address is 812 Georgia Ave.
Mary Ann Holland, V & P 1950, porter in the Information Service to report in San Antonio, Texas
Jimmy D. Froman, E 1950, hi is working as an accountant. and was a proof reader for the for pilot training on Jan. 16. His
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Alumni Personals
Granite City address is 2252
Delmar Ave.
Hugh McCabe, E 1950, is teach
ing in his hometown, Stonefort.
Jack Albert McDowell, E 1950,
is an instructor at the state re
formatory at Sheridan. He is mar
ried and has one child.
Ida Mae McReynolds, E 1950,
is teaching home economics in
the Metropolis high school. Her
address is 412 E. 3rd St.
Charles M. Medearis, E 1950,
is teaching in the Central City
public schools. His address is
1428 N. Elm, Centralia.
Mildred Elizabeth Michels, E
1950, is teaching in the Pillsbury
school in Minneapolis, Minn. She
is stayng at 2421 Buchanan.
Pete Roland Milosevich, E 1950,
is coach at the Kenney high
School.
Kenneth K. Mitchell, A & S
1950, is an R. E. A. representative
in Harrisburg. He is living at
1320 Hobson St.
Vernon Moore, A & S 1950, is
a child welfare aid with the State
Division of Child Walfare. He
is working and studying in St.
Louis, Mo. His home address is
631 Barnett St., Harrisburg.
Mrs. Helen Louise Morrow, E
1950, is teaching at the junior high
school at Overland, Mo. Her
husband, Enoch E., 1948, is a stu
dent at Washington university.
They live at 1084 S. Newstead,
St. Louis, Mo.
Robert Earl Murphy, E 1950, is
a student at Southwestern Bap
tist Theological Seminary, Ft.
Worth, Texas. His Home address
is 913 North 14th St., Herrin.
Bobby Ray Neighbors, V & P
1950, is a draftsman. He lives
at 1301 Freeburg RcL, Belleville.

Continued from page 3
Charles G. Smith, zoology; Rich
ard Frank Vorwald, economics^
Mary Isabel Wilson, history; and
Ava H. Wolff, English.
The following teachers in pub
lic schools have been appointed
as practice supervisors:

PAT PATTERSON

MIKE PEKELNICKY
Michael Paul Pekelnicky, E
1950, former student assistant in
Information Service, is teaching
in Farmer City. He" and Mrs.
Pekelnicky (Betty Camden, 1948)
are expecting their first child
in December. They are living
at 201 E. Green St.

CAROLYN REINBOLD

Willie Anderson, Luella Davis,
Misanna Ikard, Thelma Lee, and
J. D. Russell at Attucks school,
Carbondale; LaVerne Armstrong,
Dorothy Cox, W.S.B. Dean, Gla
dys Smith, and Irene Watson at
Carterville high school; Edward
Bencini, Jewell Berrier, Stephen
Dozier, and John Wathen at Mur
physboro high school; Dora Devis
at Springmore school, Carbon*
dale.
Bill Brown, Sybil Charon, Wal
ter Collins, Alice Grant, Jack
Hedges, Alice Hoye, and Velma
Nave at West Frankfort high
school; Glenn Dameron
and
Charles Tripp at Herrin high
school; Mad'elynne Kitchell, Red
Bud high school; William Me
Bride and John Reps, Lincoln
junior high school.
Lucy Parrish and David M.
Stroup, Carbondale Community
high school; Opal Stephens, Anna
Jonesboro high school; Jewell
Trulove, Brush school, Carbon
dale; and Mary Webb, Benton
high school.

Carolyn Reinbold, E 1950, is a
second lieutenant in the women's
medical division of the army.
She is one of 20 who were se
lected from 500 applicants to take
physical therapy training at Ft.
Sam Houston, Texas. Her ad
dress is P. O. Box No. 65, 14th
Basic Class, Medical Field Serv
lish and commerce in the Mur
ice, Ft. Sam Houston. Her home
physboro high school. Her hus grades in Mt. Vernon. He is
address is 216 S. 14th St., Herrin.
married and has one child.
band, Robert, is a student at
Betty Lucille Rhoads, E 1950,
Robert Schultz, E 1950, is teach
Southern. They live at 101 S.
ing in Mt. Vernon. His wife,
Popular, Carbondale.
Georgianna, is a student at South
Maurice Eugene Norris, 1950,
ern. Robert's home address is O. Hall. He is married to the
is working in the state hospital
former Kathryn Stevens and they
204 W. Maple, Flora.
at Manteno. He is doing rec
Richard Seelman, E 1950, is as have a boy. Mr. and Mrs. Ste
reation aid work.
sistant coach and teacher of the vens make their home at 1137 Other
actions
taken at the
Norma Jean Parker, 1950, is
sixth grade in the Flora grade Midway Court, Marion.
Board meeting included the ap
teaching physical education and
Mary Stevens, E 1950, will
school. Mrs. Seelman is the
proval of a proposal which will
science at the Lincoln junior high
teach physical education at La
former Phyllis Lee, 1949.
make
it possible for the depart*
school in Carbondale. Her ad
John R. Senti, V & P 1950, is an Salle Peru high school, LaSalle,
ment of geography and geology
dress is 408 W. Main.
engineer, for the Illinois State Illinois.
Earl Eugene Parkhill, E 1950,
to offer a master of arts cur
Division of Highways. He is mar
Warren Stookey, A & S 1950, riculum and the planning of a
is a faculty assistant at Southern.
ried and lives at 218 E. Pearl, has been appointed to a field
He is married and lives in Apt.
special meeting for Oct. 13. This
Carbondale.
executive's position with the Boy meeting will be to discuss plans
7B, Chautauqua Housing Proj
Scouts
of
America.
He
has
been
Ruth Schafer, E 1950, is teach
ect, Carbondale.
for building a selfliquidating dor
Patricia Patterson, E 1950, is ing Euglish and science in the appointed to the Egyptian Coun mitory. Various bonding com*
Her cil, which has headquarters at panies who have expressed am
studying physical therapy at the Highland public schools.
Herrin. Stookey will remain at
University of Colorado Medical address is 1601 Lemon St.
interest in bidding on bonds fa#
Charles D. Sheffler, V & P Carbondale, working from there the new building will be contact*
Center. Her home address is 231
1950, is in sales promotion work. in a territory of Jackson, Frank ed.
W. Main St., Carbondale.
James Pemberton, A & S 1950, He is married and has one child. lin and Perry counties.
The next regular meeting of
Thomas Stubbs, E 1950, is liv he Board was tentatively schedul
is a graduate student at South The Shefflers live at 5538 Knob
ing in Shawneetown. He will ed for Oct. 23.
ern. His home is in SteeleVille. Rd., Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Lowell H. Shifley (Estelle teach in the public school there.
Frank C. Pierce, 1950, is pastor
Herschel L. Suits, E 1950, will
of the Alpha Methodist church R. Smith, E 1950) is principal of
will teach in the high school at
He is also attending Garrett Bib, the Franklin school of Merced, teach at the high school in Herod.
Roxana. Her address in Roxana
lical Institute, Northwestern In Calif. The Shifleys have three
William H. Tate, E 1950, is an will be 146 E. Xydenman.
children
and
live
at
225
E.
20th
stitute. He is married and has a
air force cadet. His address is:
Betty Jean Violett, 1950, will
St.
daughter, 3.
A/C1D17284004, PreFlight attach teach in the elementary schools
Martha
Fay
Sisk,
E
1950,
is
a
Norma Evelyn Pitchford, E
ment, Conally Air Field, Waco, in Marion. Her address is 506
1950, is instructor of physical kindergarten teacher in Roxana, Texas.
S. Buchanan.
Her
address
is
Central
Ave.
education and English in Niantic.
Gerald M. Taylor, E 1950, will
Richard Frank Vorwald, E 1950,
Martha
Jean
Spear,
E
1950,
is
Bertha Pauline Pixley, E 1950,
teach at the Stover high school, is enrolled in Southern's gradu
is a homemaking teacher in Ma teaching physical education at Stover, Missouri. His address is ate school. He is living at 306
rion. Her home is in West Salem. the Cerro Gordo high school.
Harold E. Spencer, E 1950, is 607 E. St. Louis, West Frankfort. W. Mill.
Becky L. Poirot, V & P 1950,
Dorothy June Walker, E 1950,
Pete Tedeschi, E 1950, is a grad
teaching
the seventh grade in the
is a graduate student at Mis
MARTIN NEWMAN
uate student at Southern. He and will teach in the grade school at
souri university. Her home ad Coultervillle public schools.
Roxana.
Marion R. Newman, E 1950, dress is Route 4, Box 92, Nash Marguerite Jean Spiroff, E 1950, his wife, Elizabeth Hughes Tedes
Wendell L. Ward, A & S 1950,
chi,
life
at
Al
Veterans
Housing
is
an
elementary
teacher
in
Way
is teaching mathematics and ville.
;
is teaching assistant in the chenn
Project.
zata,
Minn.
Her
address
is
%
world history in Mackinaw high
Ernest Euel Eugene Poole, A &
Wellington Cady Thalman, A istry department at Purdue. His
school. His home is in Carmi. S 1950, is enrolled in the Gradu H. Benson, Route 4l
Virgil
Edward
Spruell,
Jr.,
V
&
S 1950, has entered the dental address is in care of the Chemis
Maralyn 1« Niebruegge, E 1950, ate School here at Southern. His
&
P
1950,
is
a
faculty
assistant
in
school
at Washington university. try Dept., Purdue Univ., ' West
is teaching the fourth grade in home address is R. R. No. 3,
the Veterans Housing office on His address will be 4936 LaClede, Lafayette, Ind.
the Belleville public school. Her Irene Place, Belleville. *'
James Clyde Warren, E 1950, It.
Marilyn E. Provart, E 1950, is the campus. He is married and St. Louis, Mo.
home address is 202 S. Moore,
teaching
at Bluford.
had
two
children.
The
Spruells
Eld.
Herbert
R.
Thompson,
E
teaching English and journalism
Waterloo.
live in Apt. 35A, Chautauqua 1950, has resigned the pastorate
Mrs. Clyde N. Warren, (Mae
in
the
West
Frankfort
high
Mrs. E. B. Nolen (Marjorie
Housing Project, Garbondale.
of the White Church near Plum Robertson, 1950) will teach in a
Cosgrove, E 1950) is teaching the school. She lives on Route 1, Du
Joe S. Stevens, V & P 1950, field to accept pastorate of the rural school. She is the widow
Quoin.
first grade in the Decatur public
Phyllis Karlene Redd, 1950, is will be assistant engineer to Paul Dix and Keenes churches. Mail of Clyde N., 1911. She is living
school system. Her address is
the
third grade teacher in the
may be addressed to him at the in Bluford.
221 S. Fairview Ave.
Albion public schools. Her ad
Baptist church of either town.
William Earl Waters, 1950, is
dress is 238 N. 5th St.
Nellie Marie Todd, E 1950, will a resale man for Happy Mills;
Tirzah Ellen Reid, 1950, is
teach home economics at the high Memphis, Tenn. He is married to
teaching in the elemeflfary schools
Doris Ann Jackson Waters, B
school in Cobden.
in Red Bud. She has been at
Alma Jean Tottleben, E 1950, 1950. They are living at 1720
tending Southern intedmittently
will teach the fifth and sixth Case Et., Batesville, Ark.
since 1937.
Everett J, Weaver, E 1950, is
grades at the public school in
Billy E. Reiman, A & S 1950,
Carterville. Her address is 415 teaching in the AnnaJonesborO
is working for HoosierCardinal
high school. His address is 403
E. Oregon, Carterville.
in Marion. He is an assistant
Mrs. Wm. A. Townsend, Lil W. Cherry, Carbondale.
chemist.
Marian White, 1950, is teaching
lian Marberry, 1950,is a house
Betty Lucille Rhoads, E 1950)
wife and the mother of a son. in the LaRose high school.
is teaching in the Champaign
She and her family reside at 555
Ruth Ann Wildy, E 1950, is
city school system. She lives at
Tompkins Ave., St. Charles, Mo. teaching home economics in the
904 W. Charles St.
Township
high
Katherine Trapani, E 1950, is McLeansboro
Selma Gartrude Richter, E 1950,
school.
the
librarian
at
Johnston
City
is teaching the third and fourth
high school. Her address is 913
Jerrol Evans Williams, E 1950^
grades in the Pana school system.
Grand Ave., Johnston City.
is attending Southwestern Baptist
Caralee Rombach, 1950, is a
David P. Travis, 1950, is a med Seminary in Ft. Worth, Texas.
secretary. Her home is 313 W.
ical student at U. C. L .A. His He is married to Helen Louise
Jackson St., Carbondale.
address is 824 BelAir Road, Los Hoffner Williams, 1950. Their ad*
Mrs. Olinda Beimfohr Ruester,
Angeles.
dress is P. O. Box 6110, Seminary
1950, is a primary teacher in the
Hill Station.
Thoedore
Van
Winkle,
A
&
S
Lenzburg school. She has been
PHOEBE WILKJENS
1950, has an assistantship at
Loren Charles Wilson, V & P
teaching for the past eight years.
GLADYS RUTH NORMAN
Phoebe Eleanor WHkins, M Northwestern Univ. His home 1950, is a salesman for Sunroe
The Ruesters have two children.
company. He resides at 6326 Sk.
Mrs. Gladys Ruth Taylor Nor
Richard Wood Sanders, E 1950, 1950, is on the faculty at McMw address is Broughton.
Catherine L. Venegoni, E 1950, Kenwood, Chicago.
man, E 1950, is teaching Eng is teaching in the elementary ray College, Jacksonville.
"arold Lee Patterson, E 1950,
is the new field representative
in the Alumni Services. He is
married and has a son. He re
places Bill Price, E 1948, M 1949,
who resigned in August to go to
law school.
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Among the
Missing
We are asking your help in lo
eating the following alumni who
are listed among the missing,
If you know of their addresses
or anyone who might know them,
please send the information to the
Alumni Service Office. Your help
is deeply appreciated.

Wilmina M. Shade
Frances Smith (Mrs. Draper)
L. Stine Smith
Thomas F. Speer
Emma Snook
Tom W. Stewart
Ruth Timmons
William R. Turner
Vera Veach
Anna Mae Waller
Robert H. Walker
Lula J. Watson
Erma White
Margaret L. Williams
• • » *

1903

F. C. Prowdley
Eleanor Crow (Mrs. W. J.
1928
Hansam)
Frances Ankovitz
Anna L. Gibson
Meta Arnold
Andrew F. Hunsacker
Olive Barham
Ardell A. Lee
Lonetta Biggs (Mrs. Carl Park
Ella Lightfoot
man)
Rolla Martin
Mary E. Biggs
1908
Leah L. Bischoff
Mary Breeze
Nell Blankenship
Carrie Malone (Mrs. Donald C. Velma Fern Bond (Mrs. Baker)
Bunn)
Harry Neuling
Edna Stiritz (Mrs. W. A. West)
1913

1918

1923

Oscar L. Anderson
Morris E. Bittle
Blanche H. Blackman
Evelyn L. Blake
Helen Blake
Ethel Brantley
Martha L. Broadway
L. Watson Brown
Helena Callis
Evelyn A. Carty
Raymond C. Dausman
Winifred Dausman (Mrg. John
King)
Bernice Deitz
Richard R. Dickson
Wesley R. Dickson
ftr Bernice M. Dixon
Paul E. Doolittle
Grace Eagleson (Mrs. Harold
Farmer)
Flora Eddleman (Mrs. Davis.
Beatrice E. English
Ethel R. Froeschle
,
Wilda Furgeson
Gretchen G». Ganschinietz
Helen M. Gould
Ralph V. Greathouse
Leona Guirl
Ruby C. Huser
Pauletta M. Jansen
Mabel P. Johnson
Wanda Johnson
Olive M. Johnston
Norvin N. Julian
Rotfert Kimmel
M. Ruth Lambert
Janice Lamer
Vera K. Lemont
C. Harold Maxey
Harriette L. McMinn
James F. Meister
Benton Miles
Olvia C. Nance
Hope R. Norris
Anna L. Nunley
Loran E. Page
Ethel E. Painter
Vera E. Pick
Xenore Pironi
Grace E. Seiler

Dimple Underwood
Liliie Van Dyke
Frank L. Van Fossan
Hal D. Varvil
*

*

•

»

Wyatt W. Akin
Clifton Clift
M. Marguerite Jenkins
D. C. Lauder
Henry C. Markus
Mary J. Moss
Alfred D. Ozment
Velma Radford
Guy Roberts
Lora Grace Teel
Beulah O. Wagner
1932

William J. Calhoon
Clara E. Carson
Nita Virgene Carter
Elva Coleman (Mrs. Phipps)
James Dollins
Kate Ferrell
John R. Fitch
Frr1? "ohnson Glenn
May G. Glenn

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
1950
HOMECOMING

J. A. B. Walther
Ray M. Watson
Clyde Askins
Ruth Marie Atkins
Ana Burton
Jessie Ellen Casey
Pauline Conant
Elnora Cutchin
Herman O. Duncan
Mabel Fay Fallon
Josephine Marie Galvin
Irene Gardiner
r
Blanche Hamill
Lyndall Hilliard
Elizabeth Holbrook
Genevieve A. Hubert
Miriam Jones
Catherine Loretta Kealey
Bertha Lawbaugh
Marian T. Leonard
Feme McDonald (Mrs. Mc
Pherson)
Edith Helen Malone
Lillian J. Smith
Homer Penrod
Emmett Perkins
Wendell Perkins
Albert Shannon
Ina E. Steel
Gladys Tweed
Lewis M. Webb
Frances I. Wilson
Lucile Wilson
Inez Winn
Grace Ellen Woosley

Christine Hicks Bowman
Hattie L. Hicks
Nellie M. Horrell
Gladys I. House
Jennie L. Howard
Charles M. Huntsberry
Nelle Jenkins
Earline Karraker
Bernice E. Feiner
Gladys L. Keller
Ruth H. Kilman
Minnie M. Lauder
Josiah W. Lingle
Hattie McKinnie
Edward Mannen
Fred Massey
Dorothy N. Moore
Aline Mozley
Robert R. Murphy
Jessie E. Neadstine
Ruth C. Newmeyer
Mildred L. Norris
Charles C. Otrieh
Marjorie Palmer (Mrs. Palmer)
Flora M. Patterson
Lois Pavey

*

FRIDAY, Oct. 20.
2:00 p. m.

Free Movie (for students and members of the Alumni
Association). Varsity Theatre.

6:30 p. m.

Chi Delta Chi Banquet.

8:00 p. m.

Little Theatre Play, "Born Yesterday," Shryock Audi
torium.

(

10:00 p. m.

Freshman Bonfire and Pep Rally. Old Football Field.

SATURDAY, Oct. 21
9:00 a. m. W. A. A. VarsityAlum Hockey Game.
Sigma Beta Mu Breakfast.

Hockey Field.

11:00 a. m. W. A. A. Brunch. Cafeteria.
Delta Sigma Epsilon Breakfast. Chapter House.
Homecoming Parade.

1:30 p. m. Football Game.
Stadium.

I.

Southern vs. Illinois Normal. McAndrew

5:00 p. m. Reception for All Alumni. Anthony Hall.
5:30 p. m. Sigma Sigma Sigma Tea. Chapter House.
6:30 p. m.

9:30 p. m.

Shryock Audi

Homecoming Dance. * Men's Gym.

Catherine E. Brewer
Elizabeth Burnett
Maggie L. Burkhalter
Gaynelle Calhoun
Edith A. Calhoun
Ada Campbell
Ruth Campbell
Gladys Carter
Arthur Coffey
Ora W. Coggins
Anna L. Corzine
Elizabeth A. Donnelly
R. Earl Doty
Harriet E. Dubois
Ethel Eichinger
Opal Fitzpatrick
Lillian I. Foster
Maurine Francis
Clara F. Franklin
Robb R. Goetz
Mary Grear .
Tillie E. Hafley
Naomi Harris
John O. Hawkins
Rebecca Heisler
Liliie M. Helm

June Thelma Phillips
Mildred M. Porter
William H. Pruor
Mayme C. Reed
Doris Reiman
Eva Rendleman
Claudia J. Robertson
Myron T. Robertson
Ruby R. Robertson (Mrs. Reid)
Ethel Robinson
Arnold L. Ross
Sumner B. Schmidt
Laura F. Schroeder
Virginia M. Scull
Pearl'M. Shaw
Clara F. Sherman
Mildred Simms
Frieda R. Smith
Mardella L. Sorrells
Ruth V. Stalker
Lexie L. Stearns
Beulah M. Stephens
Fern Tabins
Fleeta Tarr

Opal Thomas

Vergie C. Thrall

*

*

Eugene Baysinger
Paul L. Benthall
<Sra Eloise Carmean
Eva, Kathryne Cockrill
Mabel Craig
Zella Crowder
Paul Ewing
Juanita F. Farmer
Lista E. Gardner
Mary V. Gourley
Frederick W. Hallagan
Elizabeth Ruth Hoffecker
Mary Cornelia Hood
Helen Ingram
Carl Harold Johnson
Helen Loomis
John L. Louson
Grace McDonald (Mrs. George
McConneyhay)
Grace May Baldwin (Mrs. Louis
J. Baldwin).
, 1
iV Anderson
Virginia Ruth Cooley
Nicholas Deri:
Thomas A. Dunn
"ernadine Margaret French
Mary Elizabeth Frey
"Herald Fulton
James Lucas, Jr.
Ralph McClusky
James Addison Odum
Floyd Ramsey
Virginia Sisk
Juanita Skaggs (Mrs. "'Iton B.
Cook)
Prova Stevens
Emily Timpany
James Howard W'Hs
Conrad F. Wilson
1942

Kappa Delta Alpha Banquet. Roberts Hotel.
Nu Epsilon Alpha Banquet. Chapter House.

8:00 p. m. Concert by Jack Fina and his Orchestra.
torium.

*

1937

9:30 a. m. Pi Kappa Sigma Breakfast. Chapter House.
Alumni Association Board Meeting. Board of Trustees House.

12:00 Noon

Velma Gower
Opal V. Hardy
Ursula " C. Harvey (Mrs. Al
Jordan)
Winona Haynes (Mrs. Earle V.
Gardiner)
Marcedieth Holmes (Mrs. El
vin P. Winning)
Mildred L. Irvin
Dorothy B. Jack
Dorothy Jacobs
Cartherine C. Jenkins
Lowell M. Johnson
Madelyn Johnson
Opal L. Johnson
Gladys Kent
Louise McDermott
Estelle M. O'Leary
Mary K. Peeck
Florence M. Pierce
Malinda L. Ragsdale
Mable J. Reed
Gertrude E. Reiman
Bonnie N. Richmond
Mary E. Robinson
Armetha Schellhardt
Anna M. Schutte
Lenore Stark
Dorothy M. Stoecklin
Alice K. Swagler
Ruth E. Teter
Velma Tomlinson
Ralph S. Uhles
Mildred C. Werkmeister
Helen A. Wright

Jen
Gordon
Louise Harris
Pauline Harris
James A. Lauder, Jr.
Norman Lovellette
Linnet Trainer Lyrley
Hilda Mclv 'yre
Forest Vsi'le Monical
Mary M. Murphy
Elizabeth Newman
Francis Jane Raney
Walter J. S hrade
Viola Shenk
Victor Sprague
Eugene Stiritz
Helen Taylor
Ralph B. Treffts
Bernice E. Walker
Guy Williams
Carl B. Wright
Mary Yates
19SS

Mary J. Anderson
Dorothy V. Avis
Ella W. Ellington
Lorraine L* Fox

Eugene Wendell Daily
Warren O. Eckert
Robert R. Hall
Catherine Howells
Betty Johnson (Mrs. Eugene
Daily)
Lloyd Vernon Mitchell
Rosalie Lagerv Russel (Mrs. Wm.
H. Russell)
Russell Thurmand Stephens
Bernard W. Stern
Jean Marcella Webster (Mrs.
James E. Cockrum)
Mary Lea w illiams
Zola Young (Mrs. Charles Her
man Ward)
1947

Betty Duncan
Robert Eugene Goddard
Virgie Lee Hoi'nberger
Glenn A. Terry
Mary Elizabeth Thompson (Mrs.
Ben E. Bowman)
Essie M. Robinson
Iva M. Robinson
Nadine Robinson
Charlotte Romanus (Mrs. W. R.
Stanmeyer)
Viva L. Schaubert
Audre Stolle (Mrs. Daniel J.
Norton)
Cecile Kuhnert Valentine
Dorothy E. Whitman
Marjorie Young
Blanche L. Zebos
*

•

Aileen Bauman
Ethel Brooks
Bon O. Brown

»

•

